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Douglas Henry considers himself a pro-active student.
When basic equipment was scant in the College of
Pharmacy, Nursing and Allied Health Sciences, the
physical therapy major~-------~
chipped in along with others News Analysis
to help obtain the supplies. .
.
When he brought the issue up to the dean, there was
no mention of involving student goverrunent ·organizations such as the Undergraduate Student Assembly.
Henry, who is a senior, does not know who his
UGSA representative is.
'1'hey haven't motivated enough students on an individual basis for us to know what they do," Henry said.
But Henry is not a ntinority on Howard's campus.
When asked who their elected UGSA representatives
are, students are often at a loss for words. Students vote
for these representatives in their respective school or
college during student goverrunent elections.
Programming is the main function ofUGSA. According to the constitution for the Howard University Student Association, UGSA was formed to "meet the
needs of the Undergraduate Schools and Colleges and
the community at large; to develop, maintain and coordinate joint programs between the Undergraduate
Schools and Colleges; and to promote firm reciprocal
continuance of this relationship after graduation."
Student leaders generally view UGSA, which has a
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Residents of Clifton Terrace were offered free services to move out
of the apartments on 13th and Clifton streets.
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paid executive staff and a budget of $60,000, as the
main programming entity for HUSA. But as many students attest, HUSA executives and candidates run on
platforms that cater toward programming events.
The result has been that HUSA is a more well recognized body of student leaders than UGSA, which
makes up half of the General Assembly - the main
goveming body for all schools and colleges.
UGSA coordinator Zhaundra Jones is not surprised
that many students do not.know the purpose ofUGSA.
"When you think of student goverrunent, you think
HUSA;' said Jones, who is head of the 26-member
body that encompasses representatives from all of the
undergraduate schools and colleges at Howard.
Jones said she is more concerned that the students
enjoy the programs that the UGSA puts on such as the
Spring Black Arts Festival and "Howard Live;' rather
than know her and other UGSA members' names.
The HUSA constitution recognizes five bodies that
should facilitate and balance out the representation of
students in student goverrunent.
These include the HUSA policy board; the Executive
Branch (Jonathan Hutto and Shawn Harvey, HUSA
president and vice president, respectively); and the
General Assembly, which is composed of the Undergraduate Student Assembly and Graduate Student
Assembly.
HUSA executives are charged with coordinating all
activities of the General Assembly, including its variPlease See UGSA, A4

Clifton Terrace
Apartments
Evacuates Tenants
By Q. TERAH JACKSON Ill
Hilltop Staff Writer

Some windows at Clifton Terrace
have been boarded since the city
ordered it to close, but many of its
older residents who have lived there
refuse to leave.
For the last 18 years this apartment building, on 13th and Clifton
Streets, N.W., has been home to
Sue Johnson, who raised her daughter there. She said the community
used to be more like a big family,
where children played in the streets
and parents talked until 3 a.m.
But by the early 1990s, Johnson
said the violence got so bad, she
was afraid to take out the. trash.
Drive-bys became commonplace.
"I think [closing Clifton Terrace]
was for the best, it's time for a
change," she said.
Clifton Terrace offered Section 8
housing to many residents, but
many of them were offered free
cable and telephone services and
$700 to move out.
"A lot of people got homes, so
that's an improvement," she said.
The remaining tenants have been
given until March to leave.
"They're building this community up," said Debra Smith, who has
lived near Clifton Terrace for four
years. The extension of the green
line metro from U Street-Cardozo
to Fort Totten has caused the rapid
development around Clifton Terrace. New metro stops mean more
foot traffic and business, she said.

In two years the entire neighborhood will be different Smith said.
There have been rumors that
Washington Metropolitan Area
Transit Authority has bids on the
building, but WMATA representatives denied the claim.
In the last five years security and
real estate have developed rapidly
in the Clifton Terrace neighborhood, residents say.
"I can remember seeing mobs and
mobs of people," said Allison
Chisolm, who lives in the New
Amsterdam Apartments, two
blocks from Clifton Terrace.
Chisolm said some nights the
National Guard parks a Hummer in
front of the building.
The crowds thinned in 1996 when
Heritage Services Inc. started
patrolling the lots to stop drug dealers, said nearby resident James
Kearney.
Kearney's mother lives one block
away from Clifton, on Belmont
Avenue. Her house was b_uilt two
years ago as part of the recent
developments, he said.
Opposite the new row of houses,
there is an empty lot owned by the
Department of !lousing and Community Development, which is
soon to be under construction. Two
years ago, the Nehemiah Center at
Belmont and 14th streets was built.
Whites, professionals and people
who care about their community
have moved into the neighborhood,
Chisolm said.
Clifton Terrace has a legacy of
Please See TERRACE, A4
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HUSA candidates speak to a room full of voters earlier this week. Above: Rob Hall and Alia Hashim answer
questions as Sam McDonald and Mario Clark listen. Below: Michelle Richardson and Neville Welch present their slate, "The Firm:• Trustee candidates also introduced themselves at the Speak Out.

Students
By VALYNCIA SAUNDERS
Campus Editor
•

As a room of campaign supporters and students listened, candidates for the Howard University
Student Association and Undergraduate and Graduate Trustees
offered platform points and suggestions for the future of Howard
University.
The first Speak Out, held by the
General Assembly Elections Comntittee on Tuesday, gave candidates
and students a forum. Next year's
HUSA officials and student trustees
will be decided March 10 at the

eet Candidates
polls.
While candidates
Mario Clark and Sam
McDonald from the
"Empowerment"
platform urged stu. dents to rise to leadership roles and perform service, Rob
Hall
and
Alia
Hashim, who are running on the "Plan Be ... The Next
Thought" platform, discussed
advancing current programs and
creating ways to increase student
participation.
Candidates Neville Welch and
Michelle Richardson of the "Firm"

slate challenged students to make
representatives work for them.
"My brothers and sisters, the message of the Firm is to take Howard
University into the next century;'
Welch said. "It is our responsibiliPlease See SPEAK, A4
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Florida Residents Debate Legalizing Marijuana
By KENYATTA HARPER
Hilltop Staff Writer

Last week some residents of Florida
announced a plan to pass a measure that
would legalize marijuana, making the only
other state beside Califomia and Arizona to
do so.
The Florida petition would make marijuana use legal for medical purposes only, but
already many Florida politicians have vowed
to fight the measure. Many of the politicians
believe that marijuana's medical gains do not
outweigh the risk of having it so readily
available.
'The measure has many loop holes. It would
be extremely easy for someone to get a prescription for marijuana, for even the most

ntinor ailments," said Betty Sembler, who is
head of a group opposing the bill.
Gov. Lorton Chiles has also spoken
strongly against the measure. He has even
signed a bill denouncing the 111easure that
went through the Florida legislature. Many
in Florida's law enforcement agree with
Sembler and Chiles.
"We are sending the wrong message to our
children at a terrible time," said Tim More,
director of Florida Department of Law
Enforcement.
Floridians for medical rights have said
they will fight the governor and others
opposing the measure.
"Marijuana had been used as a medicine
for thousands of years, but only in the past
60 years has it been made illegal. And we

want to change that," said Toni Leeman,
chairman of Floridians for Medical Rights.
Jesse Ortiz has been counseling young
people dealing with drug abuse problems for
almost 15 years. Ortiz said the Florida measure does pose some problems.
"Many young people I see start off with
marijuana and then go on to harder drugs,"
Ortiz said. "Marijuana is what some call a
gateway drug."
Also, he said young adults who are clever
would find a way to get a doctor's prescription to obtain marijuana.
"I hope that we don't see in Florida what
we have seen in Califomia. In Califomia you
now have marijuana bars where supposedly only people with medical prescriptions
can buy the drug," he said. "I know for a fact

that there are major loop holes in that system and hopefully we can stop it from
spreading to other states."
Mark Owens was once in a drug program
directed by Ortiz. He said the medical use
of marijuana is legitimizing drug use.
"I think that medical usage is just a mask
to cover up ·people wanting marijuana to
become completely legal," Owens said. "It
sends a bad message to young people
because it tells them that smoking marijuana is not that bad for you."
The debate in Florida will continue on for
at least a couple of months. The group favoring the measure needs 250,000 signatures to
get the measure on the ballot. Florida politicians and law enforcement officials vow it
will never happen.
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HU May Recognize Women's Studies As Discipliii[J
By K ENYATIA MATTIIEWS
Hilltop Staff Writer

If Florence Bonner can successfully launch her seven-year project,
Howard University may soon add a Women's Studies program 10 its curriculum, establishing itself as the second Historically Black College or University to do so.
Since she joined the Howard faculty in 1991, Bonner has researched,
founded and coordinated events to fortify Howard's place in a field overwhelmingly dominated by mainstream academic institutions.
"It's not enough to complain about what other people write about us,"
Bonner said. "We have to generate the climate for research and writing.
We need to launch things from our own platfonn."
But when Bonner arrived, she found she had to build the launching pad
as well as the rocket. By surveying women on campus, Bonner discovered an expressed need for a cen1ral women's academic support center as
well as more courses on women.
"I wanted to know if women had space to gather and connect in teaching, comprehensive research and launching their careers," Bonner said.
"There wasn't very much offered when I asked these questions."
Bonner, along with Lila Ammons, a professor in the Department of

African American Studies; professor Elizabeth Clark Lewis of the history department; Carol Shuttlesworth of Department of English; and Janet
Sims-Wood from the Moorland-Springarn Research Center, founded the
African-American Women's Institute. The Inslitu1e will provide University women with funded research experience and support for and about
women.
It became an established mentoring program for women student~ through
seminars, workshops and conferences.
From the lnslitu1e, the idea certificate program in African-American
Women's Studies was conceived. The program, offering graduate students
a certificate and undergraduates a minor in women's studies. would concentrate on social. economic, political and health policies of African-Am,'ricau women and Black women throu ghout the Dia,pora
Bonner said the program, which was proposed in 1991, took a few years
to get off the ground because of University budget constraints and viability.
"Even at lhe major institutions, women's programs. from its inception.
have struggled," Bonner said. "There need$ to be a demand because if there
isn't a demand, there won't be any students to take the class."
Bonner also pointed out the debate of feminism in the Black community as a possible cause for the program's delay.
"There's the question about if feminism is something Black women

should talk about m the academy," Bonner said "But.e1·cri1t?
academy is cut across gender Women receive Jess money an(
nities in the academy, and that's an issue worth d1scu~sing.
Bonner said support for the program has been "wonderful fTOlll
ning," citing Provost Antoine Girabaldi, Graduate School Dei.
Taylor 1nd college-wide faculty as those backing the project.
Eileen Boris, a professor in d1e Department of History, saidl.'i:EE
the program and would offer her services.
"Howard would have a unique women's studies program.'1i/1op.
"Unlike women's studies at many institutions. which didn't f~
diversity of the women's studies movement, Howard women II e sa
10 go through the steps of inducting sensitivity to diversity 1• r a s
ment. It would be more advanced."
I ano
Bonner said the program will hopefully be launched withma_ 1e s
ing admi nistration approval. Bonner added lhat African-Ameri( ped
should push the program for the ultimate benefits they will ritd Ile
"Black women have been preaching self empowerment befc,;, ee v
was even brought to the stage,• Bonner said. "We've been ha~1.
do get highlighted-- sometimes. But we need to set the p!l\l wa,
African-American women acknowledgment ourselves."
uldn

Students Find Stress Core Curriculum To
Reliever In Love
Maintain HU Leadershr

-ER

By

N AOMI N. P O RTERHELD

Hilltop Staff Writer

With Valentine's Day approaching, studems at area campuses had
some surprising thoughts about
relationships in college.
Despite the emotional whirlwind
of falling in love, students interviewed said being in a relationship
makes it easier to cope with the
stress of college Ii fe.
"I met my boyfriend the first week
of my freshman year. We fell in
love and l haven't looked back
since," said Tara Hall, a senior
international government major at
Georgetown University, who has
been in a relationship for four years.
Hall said her parents did not support her decision to be in a relationship so early in her college
career. They were afraid that it
would affect her grades. But Hall
said she proved them wrong. She
will be graduating Phi Beta Kappa
in May and currently has a 4.0
grade poim average.
"My boyfriend and I study together all the time. He understands what
it is like to be in college and that is
how we spend most of our lime
together. We are focused on our
studies as well as our relationship."
Hall said
Paul Covey, an advisor at George
Washington University, said often
students don '1 excel academically

because they get too wrapped up in
their relationships.
"Every couple I have seen has
ended up dropping out of school
and working dead end jobs because
they were having a baby." said
Covey, who counsels college couples. Every year Covey said he
counsels more lhan 600 freshman.
Many of them are not focused to
begin with. he said.
As coach of the Mock Trial Team
in the School of Communications,
Debyii Sababu Thomas also spends
a lot of lime with students. She
said she has given advice to students about their love lives, but disagrees with Covey.
Thomas said students should date.
"It's all about maturity and security,• Thomas said. "If students arc
mature enough 10 use lheir time
together to study, the relationship
tends 10 work better."
She said there shou Id be a balance
between the emotional and intellectual commitment between partners.
"Last year, l had a very talented
couple on the team. Unfortunately,
only one of them was selected to go
10 the National competition," she
said. "Because of their understanding of the importance of the competition. the one who could not go
was still very supportive for the
other. I even helped the young man
call his girlfriend to tell her we had
won. That understanding is very

important."
Andrew Ramsey and Michelle
Walker of Howard University have
been together for more than a year.
The students said their relationship
has brought some calm 10 their
chaotic lives.
"I knew what I wanted 10 do a
long time before I got here," said
Walker, a junior psychology major.
"Andy just helped me 10 do it. Sure,
we have problems. What couple
doesn't ? But we don't let them get
in the way of our education."
The couple said when they first
got together they told each other the
things that they wanted out of life.
They discussed their priorities and
decided they would work together
10 make their dreams come true.
TI1c task was 1101 as simple for
Marcia Thoma~ and Reed Ellis of
George \Vashington University.
"We've been through hell," said
Ellis. a sophomore computer engineering major.
In fact, they've broken up three
times in the last six months. But
their two-year relationship has had
its rewards.
"Sometimes you jus1 need an outlet from the stress," Marcia said.
"Recd is there for me when I JUSI
need to get away."

"Students ha,e an opportunity 10 tutor and Vrop
organiiations," she said. "It gives them a
vice and mission, so when you go out inL 'nyo
people will say. That's a Howard Unive~il) , h
The core curriculum panel consish oft\\ tnt
two student representatives and 12 profe, ve1
senting schools from Divinny 10 Medi, o
was appointed 10 the panel lru.1 semester, l'Cflly
Kell y who gmduated.
1u·

Hilltop Swff Writer

Creating an academic experience that makes Howard
unique is the basic premise for the proposed core curriculum for 1998-1999.
As part of the Strategic Fmmework for Action. a panel
was cro.:atcd in 1996 to set guidelines for a standard

course load for all under- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - As a member, Ta) lor wa, 'Jr
graduate students.
auend 1he panel's monthly rr. ci
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promote intellectual
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Unsanitary Conditions At Slowe Hall
Jlace Strict Regulations On Residents
Ill"
i!t\\S_
Sm_
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ls _
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<l Swff 1\rirer
It -.rulm conditions at Slowe Hall arc in question

"'C

•
~udent
found a used condom in the bathroom
e. -~rdcfecatcd in the shower three weeks ago.
d J~dcnl. who requested anonymity, said she
, · ~hilc ,tcpping into the shower located on the
•Q ·101 Wh~n the ~ludcnt looked down at her lcc1
,11.ll had cau,cd her fall. :.he saw a used con-

Ill

~c

10 Jump out of the shower. she said. "I

i(J

Or

h;i~ I 1\3\ \iolated. but I felt disgusted."

Die Blaise, a graduate assistant at Slowe Hall was so
appalled, he wrote a memo urging all residents to treat
Slowe Ilall as if it was their home. The teller stated that
someone, referred to as the enemy, had ruined the bath•
room. shower and kitchen areas. It also stated that
someone defecated in the shower on the second floor.
"I received several complaints from housekeeping.
T hey work from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Srudents defecate in
the shower, throw garbage in the shower." Blaise said.
"That':, unnecessary work for them to clean the shower after someone defecated in it."
Blaise had a mandatory meeting for the first and second floors 1wo weeks ago to address the sanitary and
safety conditions at Slowe. He informed residents that

illegal substances and unsanitary conditions would not
be tolerated.
After enforcing strict regulations at Slowe. a resident
on the first floor was evicted last week for marijuana
use.
"He's lucky that we evicted him because we could
have called the police and charges could have been
brought up against him." Blaise said. "We never had
this problem before. Ov.:r the last two or three weeks
we're having abuse problems."
Deborah Bruce, who is the environmental control
supervisor of Slowe Hall had no comment regarding
the two incidents, but said the environmental control's
job is "to clean." Several members of Bruce's staff also

refused to comment on the sanitary conditions al
Slowe.
"lt's very childish," said Marcus Brown, a junior
administration of justice major. "That's something I
thought I left at Drew Hall where they defecated everywhere."
Blaise oflcrcd a $50 reward to anyone who provides
information leading 10 the arrest of the "enemies" who
use illegal substances. defecate in the showers or place
their personal trash in the restrooms.
Blaise said anyone with information should call 8067381. Names will be withheld. he said.

WHMM Changes Name After 17 Years
few Call Letters More Representative Of University
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Publicity Director for WHUT-TV,
I larold Scoll, said the station has
been trying to notify the communi1:,. of the change so that no confu,ion occurs.
"You have to remember we're 17
year~ old now and we're going to
have to do the best we can putung
thi, out," Scoll said. "We've done
everything. We've sent lcllcrs to
our , iewers. things on air, evervtlung:·
There wa, some confu,10n ;unong
,tudenl\ a, they noticed the new kiters above the door, of 1he station .
• 1 w.is wondering what wa, going
on because I noticed the different
teller. on the building;· said Shacanna Black. a senior business
management major. "I thought it
was a new station."
Others who had heard about the
change said it makes 1he station
seem more a part of the University.

"It makes it seem more like a division of the school rather than a separate unit that just happens 10 be on
the campus," said Erica Aiken. a
junior television production major.
It may rake some time to get us<.'d
to the change, some of the employees say.
"I use WH UT-TV as much as I
can. to get used to it myself." Scou
said.
But they are continuing 10 spread
the word.
The s1ation's staff hope the name
will become s:,.nonymous with
Howard because it plans to continue providing the Washington area
with quality and educational shows.
Scou said .
"We're just aligning ourselves
with the University more." he said.

WHUT-TV

Photo by Behnda Vickerson

Cha nnel 32 changed its c all lette rs to WHUT-TV to align t he s tatio n with the University.
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~: fU Honors Acclaimed Author UGSA Board Takes
ly

els.

•:ff 1\'rila
\,h,:be, a Nigerian novelist will be
', Ho~ard\ English Department on
• 2ctlebrallon of it-. fifth annual Hearts
mminrheArmourJ. Blackburncen-

~-long event wa, organi,cd by the
1ora1sc money for the Sterling Allen
3l-lllmcnl chair. The chair was set up
cr¥tment fhe years ago in memory of
:a profe,sor.
~ to re,oluuoni,c the way African
think nbout the Traditional African
· 1.11d Eleanor Tra) lor. professor and
Enghsh Department.
;nacda1med author, is h<:st known for
,novel "Thmgs Fall Apart." It is the
read by students in the humanities pro1lhard
.,Fall Apart) i, 1cry important because
o.:tllent cxpres\lon of traditional soci.. ~ '3id •Achebe is talking about the
cii brakes up in to what we now see
1,m h is the first wori,, acquainting
!ra1ca ~ 1th \fric.m Socicl) and all of
there attcr.
praised Achebe for helping to connect

Blacks throughout the Diaspora. Achebe said his
intentions were simple.
"I just wanted to tell a story to the bcsl of my
ability." he said. "It was my first novel and whi le
writing it I did not realize the impact it would
have."

After winning sc,·eral awards including the
Commonwealth Poetry Prize for "Christmas in
Biafra" and the New Statesman-Jock Campbell
Award for his novel "Arrow of God" Achebe may
be overwhelmed by his success.
"At 1he time that I wrote the book [Things Fall
Apart) I know Black people were in trouble in
both the U.S. and on the continent of Africa," he
said. "From the slave trade to colonization I tried
to tell the story for my generation and people
found themselves in it. Because the value of a
good ~tory will JLISt get passed down from generation to generation."
Others say that the author's influence is not only
prevalent in literary works, but also in the spirit of 1hc man.
"Things Fall Apart has become a part of the
cannon text of literary works that is an honor for
a living person to have because the majority of
authors in the cannon have already passed on, "
said Cosmos Akula. a doctoral student in mass
communications.
Born in Nigeria in 1930. Achebe was raised in
the village of Ogidi, one of the first centers of

Anglican missionary work in Eastern Nigeria.
He graduated from the University College,
Ibadan. He is a Charles P. Steven's junior professor at Bard College in Annandale, N. Y.. where
he lives with his wife. They have four children.
"It is a great honor for us the student\ looking
at the numerous awards. his comment to peace.
the education of all people and races abou t !he
evils of colonization and pluralism," said
Jonathan Huuo. president of the Howard Univcrsiry Student Association.
The day long c1•cnt, consisting of three sessions,
will start at IO a.m. in the Blackburn Center with
the welcoming address by Traylor.
Throughout the day, scholars will analyze
Achebe's works and discuss its affects on !he language. values and images in today's culture and
the future. They will also discuss the author's
achie\'ements. his influence in the humanities
program al Howard University and in African
writing.
The day will conclude with an open discussion.
When asked wha1 advice Achebe may have for
up and coming authors he said," If you have a
story to tell. tell it for the value of 1hc story not
for the response you arc looking to get and do it
to the best of your ability."

.

ldministration Updates:

i

lflort to keep the University abreast of the
of the lloward Uni,crsity Board of
the following 11em~ were presented to Tl,r
Jobe publi,hed:
Approved \landard for the appointment.
promorion and tenure for the director of
!he Howard University Law Library.
Approved the grade normali,ation policy
in the School of Law.
Appro1ed policies that ensure the curriculum rcqum:d of continuing students and
new entrant, to the merged schools
,nd college, rcmai n the same.

The Board approved the 11-casurer's
Repon.

The Board approved the authorization in
increasing tuition, the laboratory fee for
the Division of Nursing. residence hall
rates and Howard Pla,a Towers' rates.
The Board approved the following persons
to receive honorary degrees during
Commencement 1998:
Mae Jemison
Hillary Clinton
Edmund W. Gordon
Joseph W. Hachell
Gordon Parks
K.:n Chenault

Medicine and Science
Government Official
Scholar
Law
Photographer
Corporate

The Board voted l<> ratify the Prcsiden1's
offer of scholarships to the Thompson Sex
tuplets

Clarification:
In the Jan. 23 edition of The
Hilltop, an article on faculty
salaries and gender used the
word tenure in the wrong context. The article referred to Cynthia Fowler. who is not tenured
at the University and is not on
tenure track.
She is a lec turer here at
Howard. Tenure refers to
ho lding a position or office,
which protects a reacher
from summary dbmissal.
Fowler also has 15 years of
cxpericnce, not seven.
We regret the error.
,

Pay Cut To Fund
Black Arts Festival

show, concerts and Yard Fest.
are 1he major cause of cost
increase.
"Artist fees are probably the
Hilltop Staff Writer
biggest expense of the festival,•
Jones
said. "Trying to get an
The Undergraduate Student
Assembly executive board artist that students want to sec
unanimously agreed to take a and will pay to see can cost a lot
SO-percent pay cut until the of money."
Adding new festival events
Spring Black Arts Festival,
scheduled for April 5-12. is such as Game Day on the yard
may also increase the amount
completed.
Zhaundra Jones. UGSA coor- UGSA will have to spend this
dinator. proposed the pay cut to year.
Although event coordinators
ensure UGSA would have
enough money to pay for the could produce "artsy" events
Festival until the installment of that cost less, Jones said coorits Spring allotment in late Feb- dinators wanted to continue the
ruary or early March. Once tradition of "big money" conreceived. UGSA will pay certs and shows.
"When I put out ads, r purremaini11g bills and hack pay
pose! y didn't specify events to
for board members.
Jones said UGSA traditional- be coordinated because I hoped
ly imposes a cut before the fes- to attract ideas for other events,"
tival. She gave the board warn- Jones said. "But most students
ing about the possibility of wanted to coordinate the concontinuing the tradition this cert and the cornedy shows and
year; adding that pay decreas- those events cost money."
es were a sacrifice board memJones added that attendance
bers sometimes have to make. for "artsy• events has been poor,
"Gelling our job done means citing the African dance show
more than getting paid," Jones during Homecoming as an
said. "It's our responsibility to example.
make sure we do our job~ and
"ll was a great event, but the1e
put the students ahearl of our- just weren't a lot qf student~
selves."
there," Jones said.
Many board members echoed
After the festival, UGSA will
Jones' sentiments.
assess expenditures and decide
"I have no objection to it.• how much the board will get
said Deanna McCray. UGSA paid.
fi nancial advisor. "I feel we
UGSA Programs Director
should use the money lo cn1er- Damon Waters. said most
1ain the students, not pay for my Spring Black Arts events "pay
bills."
for themselves."
In the past two years, the
Spri ng Black Arts Festival has
cost UGSA about $25,000 to
produce, Jones said. 1taditional events such as the fashion
By KENYATTA l\-1A1THKWS
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Speak Out! Speak Out! Speak Out
Tomon·ow is the holiday celebrating love. Elaborate plans are being made to woo
the one you covet, lust and possibly love. Giving cards, chocolate candy and flow-

IJI,,,__,.

ers are staples of the holiday. Others may be more extravagant. S01ne <;tudent,
their idea of a perfect Valentine's Day date.

t ...;
' ..
.

"My dream Valentine's Day would be to be around
those I love and to give and receive lots of gifts and
flowers."

"It's simple, it doesn't take much elaboration. A quiet
dinner for two followed by XXX."

-· Asha Moses, sophomore political science major

·· Ryan Robinson, freshman business management
major

Candidates Present
Slates At Forum
From SPEAK, A1

ty and our duty to work for you:·
The Empowerment agenda of
Clark and McDonald will utilize
facilities such as the Ralph J.
Bunche International Center and
create a computer-based network to
give students access to scholarships
and internships. Their goal is to
make Howard more interactive.
"You learn about people and you
help the community." McDonald
said. "Howard \\ill not get any
better if we do not b.:uer [for] the
community around u~."
Both the Firm and Empowerment
slates plan to offer monthly
newsletters to inform students
about campus issues. Welch and
Richardson said they will also keep
the HUSA web page cu1Tent as well
as form an ethics committee to hold
student leaders accountable for any
wrongdoing.
If elected. Hall said he and
Hashim will approach student government with the intent of bringing
about a utopian Howard.
From an optional safety course
and cultural consciousness project,
to advancements in community outreach and the establishment of a
scholarship fund, Hashim said
"Plan Be" will reinforce what it
means to be "the Mecca:·
"We want to bring this school
back to what it really is," Hashim
said.
Undergraduate trustee candidates
focused more on knowledge they
bring to the table rather than specific points. Some named ideas
they would propose, and others
referred to issues they wou ld
address if elected.
"The role of our trustee is to advocate on behalf of the students at
Howard," said Jonathan Hutto, the
first candidate 10 speak. "I propose
the 4-A plan - accountability,
alumni, academics and accessibility."

But Candidate Montez Diamond
said reclaiming. reju,enating and
recommitting the UniYcrsity should
be the objective of an undergraduate trustee.
"Your !\tudent trustee is not the·
same as a BUSA candidate," she
said.
Diamond said media resources
such as Howard's newly renamed
television station WHUT. should
be utilized. She said she wanted to
build on the small things that arc
already being done.
"Extraordinary people make ordinary changes,'' Diamond said.
Under thb "No Limits" slate, candidate Jahari Young said the University will work as a whole to reap
the benefits of smart invesunents.
·'This is a corporation. Howard
University," he said. "Who do you
want your money invested in?"
Although Young said there's "no
limit to what we can do working
together."' he emphasized the difficulty trustees face being accessible
to students while remaining a confidential board member.
Graduate trustees were late to the
Speak Out because of class schedules, but Rudolph McGann and
Randy Short still managed to represent their platforms.
Focusing on issues such as financial aid and accelerated degree programs for both undergraduates and
graduates. McGann 'Said he was
told by adminiMrators that he is
supposed to represent the University. not the students. He disagreed.
" l can take your pen.peCtive to
better focus my own judgment."
McGann said. " It all revo lves
around a year, a year of commonalty."
Short also expounded on the need
to represent students despite pressure from the administration.
''We're (students) the reason the
school is here," Short said.
Graduate trustee andidate Kenneth Ward was not present.

Apartment Bldg. Gets Evacuated
From TERRACE, A1

residents and business managers
who did not care, said Bill Price,
president of Belmont Independent
Living. Housing and Urban Development is managing the sale of
Clifton Torracc, which many people
in the neighborhood said most likely will become condominiums.
Donna Jackson, who is the current

business manger of Clifton Torrace,
said she could not comment about
the building's future.
1\vo of the buildings may be
demolished and replaced by smaller apartment buildings, Price said,
while the third would be renovated.
This plan is being considered by
two private companies, Chisolm
said.

-.

.. ...
.. '

"A nice dinner from a catering service in the pri
own room with strawberries. chocolate syrup and
Maybe some massage oil also."

-· George Galbreath, freshman graphic arts m:
Compiled by Q.Ttt.

UGSA Scores With Events;
Mission In Question
From UGSA, A1

-ous programs and committees.
This year's UGSA started under
the theme "Authenticity: Answering the Call." As part of the agenda, Jones and the member<; of the
excessive staff proposed to educate and entertain Mudents wi th
three to four programs a month.
Jones said the assembly solicited
ideas for sponsoring events from
students during dormitory sweeps
and using surveys.
The year started out with a back
to school boat ride and movie
nights in Blackburn Center.
But by mid semester. UGSA leaders had a late start on programs
because of communication problems that led to poor planning on
the part of representatives.
The Salute to Black Achievers
Luncheon. originally set for
November 19, had to be postponed
until this month because several
logistical matters had not been
dealt wi th.
Jones, who served as programs
director for UGSA last academic
year, said chairpersons· inexperience and lack of advisement from
the Office of Student Activities led
to difficulties early on.
"Looking at this like a work in
progress," Jones said."[ would say
we've done a very good job. You
can sec a difference. We lmow each
other and we can work with each
other."
But that was not always the case.
Several representatives have said
communication problems between
committee chairs existed; the coordinators and representatives ~vho
did not always show up to meetings.
" I don't think the reps are commu nicating with their constituents," said Frank Turner, a representative for the School of
Business. Turner said he is satisfied
with what the body has done so far,
but communication issues have
hindered effectiveness in their programs.
" I live in Drew. I have group I can
always survey. Other reps don·1 take
that extra mile to do that," 11.irner
said.
The grievance commiuee, chaired
by engineering representative

- ---

Tamika Tasby. met only once last
term. It recently developed a grievance packet for students to file formal complaints for UGSA to pursue.
"We need to touch base. That is
something we have not done,"
l11sby said.
There were three scheduled
UGSA meetings last semester and
two achieved quorum. Attendance
at January'i. meeting of UGSA was
high. but only about half the members showed up to the meeting this
week.
"This is a learning experience,"
Jones said. " I don· 1 think anyone
can blame everything on one pcr\Oll about what there is to do on
UGSA."
Among UGSA's programs were
an HIV awareness workshop on
World AIDS Day, a free comedy
show during UGSA week, a Ski
Trip, two new talk-show formatted
discussions held' called ·'Howard
Livc.
Jones said UGSA also donated
significantly to the Brother 10
Brother Conference, the School of
Communication's Haunted House.
in addition to giving mone), to
other campus organizations.
There has been much skepticism
over UGSP.s functions. Some have
said that HUSA, which dravis from
a smaller General Assembly budget of around $30,000. has been
more visible and interactive with
programming than the UGSA.
8111 with more and more programm ing responsibilities are
being taken up by HUSA every
year, the nature and focus ofUGSA
remains unclear.
From a representati ve standpoint,
UGSA e lected officials have
focused almost exclusively o n
entertainment events, leaving political discussions and socially conscious programs to the H USA
executives.
UGSA members were vocal in
opposing the street closing propos,11 from the administration,
highlighted th.: plight of AIDS,
and most recently, co-hosted a
forum on how mnndatory minimum sentencing laws affec t Black
Americans.
But by designing the remainder of
programming interests in the arena

of entertainment. UGSA ha,
become complacent in many ~tudcnts · eyes.
By leav111g issue, o,·er academics
and facil itie, at llo" ard to the
purview of the cn11n: General
Assembly has di,heartened man)
studenh III the eflccti\'Cne,, and
usefulne,, of 1he their UGSA.
Programs director Damon \1/ate1,
said UGSA. created in 197.t, wa,
originally created 10 "addreS\ the
ent.:rtainment. educational and
enlightenmen1 i"ues that student,
face other than at the academic
level."
Withm !IS first two year\ a., a recogni,.ed student organi,ation
UGSA brought big name act\ hke
Earth, \Vind and Fire to Cramton,
but the organi.wuon c.xerciscd a
decidedly political slant.
During these years. UGSA leaders
Lraveled to Cuba at the r.:quest of
the Cuban people.

-

Omar Karim, former!
cial coordinator dunD;
9.t academic school
\'inced 1hc c~ecuti,t ~
pay for gueM ,peal,
Khalid Muhammad ao:
rakhan to ""'' c,,m('l-i
8111 ,tudcnts ha,t 11(11
11\·e 111 \'Oiling th~-st.
their repr.:senta11,c1
.. I knO\\ of I attend L"council] mec11n2,, I'<.
face, all of the time r,
arc clcctcd 10 these r
would be nice if ju1t 1-:
stude1m. came," ,aid .I«
co-coordinator of l'G-\
Upcoming L'GSA c"
the annual Spring B~
th al and ''FrccM) le f,
hop ciphers in the !'March.
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Ho\vard Plans for Accreditation Review

l}

ion

llol\ard l m, ers1l) is in the
process of preparing for us next
accred1tJl1on rcqi.:,, h) the l onurnssion
oo lhghcr l·ducauon of the ~hddlc
StJtes \s~oc1.11w11 ol C11llegcs Jnd
Schooh I lw Comnu,s111n team , i,ll h
"hl'llukd for the spnn!! of 11/<lll.
I hc Ollkc of thc l m, i:r-.it, \
'idf-St1,J}. h1,a1 .·J .11 the 1111\\arJ
Ct•nter S1111e ,0-1. h.ts hccn c,tahhshcd
un<ler the gmd.1111:c nf the Pm,11-1, Dr
\ntmm: \ I. tiarihald1
Pre~tdent 11 Patnd. "",,.~crt
Jppomt,'ll Or I orr.1111c \ I· lenung.
profo,'iOr and chair. lkpanmcnt of r,, 11
Engmc-cnng. School ot I· ng111cenng. a~
Dm:,:tor of 1hc \ell 'ilud,.
\ 70 tnl'111l><:r Ia,I.. h1rn: that ,.,
n-pri:,~ntJti,e ol
111
l nhcrs1l}
con,utucnb (lacull). ,tudcnls. ,emor
JJm,m~lratnr,. st.ill .mJ tru•aee:.l \\Ill
,uppwt the ,df-,111d) I rnm that group.
~8 mJI\ tdual, fonn the Steering
Commiuec. ,md mnc mJi, idu,,ls arc
I\l'CUll\ e (_ OlllllUllCC mcmhcr,.
I he I .1.,k I orcc b di\ ,Jed into
e1gh1 Stud) li:.101, ,,ho ,, 111 prm 1de for
the 11n1tl'n report. pertinent da1.1 l'n
itu,knts and studl.'Ol ,en kc,: 1,1cuh).
rhi ,1'al IJ~1ht1c, a,aJcnm: prngr.um.
org;in11.atmn. ..1d1111ni,1r,11iun. gm cmancc
.mJ pl:inn,ng librar! i11111nua1wn
i.-ctui.1!01!~ n,I 11.111,tcr. plann111g .md
lil\JJlCJal rc,111m.:cs, ,ind ou1~0111es
.l)~"mrnt 111,tt111111111Jl dkcll\ cm:ss.
I he l1icu, 11f th, ,df-,tud, 1, 10
olT,r a ,nllcJI Jnd comprd1cn,1\ c
JJIJI!''' 111 the l nt\C~ll} \ prtigranh.
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services, rcsourccs and functions. All
assc,srncnls will be relatiw to lloward's
missi11n and \ is ion statcmi:nts. ~liddle
Stale, ,1ccrcd11ation cntcria, Thtt
\'treltl'KIC I· re1111.:11 ork for . k1ion. ,111d the
1111111:r~it) \ l ,•adenh,p rhrn11l(lt Qualll)
inillJli\ C.
llcmard's accrcditauon ri:11c,1
come:. at a 11111c \\hen 1hc l n1,·eNl) is
launchmg nl.'1\ 1mti,1tnes and programs.
and n:organi11ng le) opcrauons of thc
111s111u11011 l 'pon the complcuon of the
sci f-s1ud~. 11 here opportunities for
1rnpro, emenl an.: 1dc1111tit:d. plans for
1hc1r fullillmcnt c,10 beg111. imilarl).
11hen: challenges arc disccl\crcd. 11ork
,an bcgm 10,1 ards their ,o!ution
\ rc-i,urcc ruom on the third
lloor of the llo\1ard Cemer. has bcen
Jc,1gna1cd t11 house the ,c11:s1ud~
111fonna11on collectcd for use h) both the
'i111d) kams Jnd \ hddlc State:. 1isning
learn. 1he room also scn·cs a., an arca
for research. data anal~ ,is and rcpiin
preparati11n
l ,mg
a
, am~t!
of
cnmm111m:.1tions tactics. like this
11c1, ~lener and the l m, cr,11~ 's 1,t!h ,me.
the Olfo:c of the l 111\eNl\, \ Sdf-Stud,.
11111 keep the campth ,1ppri~cJ of ,df,tud) de, clopmcnts
\,.:ll~stud~ 11tlico.: ,1.111 members
Jrc ~l:inl~ 11 I ,m11.:r-:-Sollc). \ ss1,tant to
the Dm:ct.,r. fon)J t
\ lien.
\\ ntcr I duor. and Clo1 er \ L Baker.
,\Jm1111s1rat11c \,;s1s1an1 1he telephone
numhcr 1s CO2) ~,8-~-l'IU ,mJ the fa,
numhcr ,~ (20~) -;gg.Ql!1~

Sunday's, 9:00 a.m., Carnegie Building
Wednesday's, 12:00 Noon
College of Medicine, Room 206
and Bible Study

ABSALOM JONES/CANTERBURY
STUDENT ASSOCIATION
Meeting and Bible Study
Tuesday's, 6:30 p.m., Carnegie Building
For More Information Call:
Fr. J. Carleton Hayden, 806-7908
Mr. Michael Pounds, 234-0795
Ms. Gail Dale, 865-0116
Ms. Pam Bland, 865-8138
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Howard Uni\ ersit) (,cncral Asscmbl) Elections ConHnittcc:
Damon Waters. Chairman

dible
·ilence
..

l ~HE THUNDEROUS VOICES OF THE VOTE·

HUSA Exclusive Debate .

Tuesday, February 17, 1998
at7pm
Blackburn Center West Ballroom

Come out and and find out
what the candidates want
to do for you
ALL OATES, TIMES, AND LOCATIONS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE
* \\'ill tukC' plal'<' if runoff is necl•s,ar_\.

*Qurstions'! Pll•asr call 806-5425 or come to Rm 109 in tht• Blackhum Ct•ntcr.

Howard l lni, erst I) General A-;scmbl) f:lec11ons Com mince:
Damon Waters. ( 'hai rman

Any person interested in a
Write-in Candidacy for the 1998
Howard University Student Associati
President and Vice President positio
must submit to the
.
General Assembly Elections Commit
the following:

1

1-A petition of not less than 750 Howard
University VALIDATED student's signatures.
2-Be a VALIDATED HU student with at least ·
2.0 GPA.
3-Submit a "Good Faith Deposit" of $250.00 to
the GAEC upon verification.
4-Submit to the GAEC the Candidate and Carn
paign Manager registration forms (available in
GAEC office).
~
5-Submit all the prior information by the write-(
deadline of Friday, February 20, 1998.
Any questions? Feel free to call 806-5426 or
by Room 109 in the Blackburn Center. r.
Ho\vard University Student Association

NATION TIME AD1\1INSTRATION!!
Presents ...

KWflffl~ J~qt,;
IF(!HHfrlVlblflVIIAf f ,,lf//JV/J!!J!/JIA{IJI),
rrHE rrHUNl)EROLIS VOICES OF rfHE VOTE

ID

Sports Conference

Wednesday, February 11, 1998
Sports Conference
at 7pm
Blackburn Center Forum
A pmmmc:n1 African Amcrk;111C1111 R1gh1s Leader Swkk) C.unuch.icl \\J~ horn in Tnn,JaJ in 19-li
in 1hc WcM Indies. lie ,lllcnJcJ l lO\\arJ Un11cr~ll) , graduJ11ng 111 1964 \\ 11h a Jcgrcc Ill ph1lo,orh1

While a s1udcn1 al Ilow.ml. Mr. Cam1ichacl was acti\'C in Alric.in- Anwncan Cl\'II ngh1s pro1c11~ ;i1,J
voter rcgis1ra1ion dri,cs m 1hc Sou1h. In 1hc c,1rly 1960's, /-,Ir C.1rmi-hacl \\'.I\ :1 founding niembcrofa
S1udcn1 Nonviolent Coordmatmg Comm111ce (SNCC). 1hc orgamrnuon shilled from a philoM1phy of
nonviolence 10 !hat of "131:ick Power". In 196~-69. Mr. Carmichael wa~ prime mi111s1cr ol !he Bl:!<:t
P,mthcr Party. Mr. C,mrnchacl 1~ now knO\~ n as Kw:unc Turc.

ALL DATES, TIMES, AND LOCATIONS ARF. SUBJECT TO CHANGE
*Will take place if runoff is nl'Cessary.
*Questions? Please caJJ 806-5425 or come lo Rm 109 in th(' Blackburn Crntcr.

Howard University
Ranl<in Memorial Chapel
Tuesday, Febr11ary 17
7PM

I ,::,11, FEBRUARY 13, 1998
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Take a look.
See a decaying school and know the boundless energy inside ...
see four wheels realigned on a skate
and help create a new industry...
see the impact of the information age
through a million new phone lines in rural Thailand.
What do you see around the corner?

1

MINDS. WIDE OPEN."
www.gs.com
C:•,1:ir, Saths, an equal opportunity employer. does not discriminate in employment on any basis that 1s nroh1b1tecl tr; federal. state or local law. ,
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IDS Unconfirmed
Report On · Rape,
Sexual Assault
Alarms Students

•
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By KEYA"GRAVES

He said that when Anigbo hit The
Washington Times reporter last
year, she no longer could be looked
at as a leader for the children .
"The firing of Anigbo was like a
breath of fresh air, considering the
direction she was leading not only
the children but the parents,'' Marshall Phillips Sr. said.
Bruce Greening, a Howard University alumnus, was appointed
principal of the school. Parents
were given the opportunity to meet
and talk to the principal two weeks
ago.
Greening said he credits Anigbo
for the work she did and wishes her
success in the future.
Now, the school, which had
approximately 160 students when
Anigbo was principal, has only 60
students.
Many parents removed their children from the school once Anigbo
was fired. These parents and Anigbo filed a lawsuit against the school
board.
Greening said the majority of
these parents are teaching their children at home. He said the parents
were notified by the D.C. School
Board and told that their children
must attend school. He said the
vacancies in his school are enrollment opportunities for other parents
who are searching for an alternative
education for their child.
Students can escape crowded
classrooms, learn on their own
track and teachers can handle
behavioral problems in a structured
system, Greening said.
Greening said he plans to provide
a summer program for students so
they can make up for the work they
lost through the transitions.
"I am calling on members of the
community, especially university
students in the area, to volunteer
their time this summer,'' Greening
said. "The future of this school lay
in the hands of the parents, teachers and community."

...'City Editor
:: The rhythmic sound of African
culture can be heard through the
halls of Marcus Garvey Charter
School, as nine-year-old Marshall
Phillips Jr. and other students hammer their drums. They played the
-song "African Pride."
uMarcus Garvey Charter School is
now housed in the former K.C.
Lewis School opposite Howard
{jniversity's Bethune Annex. It is a
multi-cultural school, that focuses
on an Afrocentric education.
' Students dressed in Army fatigue
'jlants, combat boots and T-shirts
'that spelled out their proud leader
Marcus Garvey.
, Students are taught the rules of
Qarveyism, in hopes they, too, will
have strong dreams for the AfricanAmerican community.
·,, An Afrocentric curriculum teach·es students about the contributions
lhat African and African Americans made in science, history, math,
music and English.
-' Marcus Garvey Charter School
teacher Akilah Al-Din, has been
leaching for 12 years in independent schools. Al-Din said smaller
classes allow children one-on-one
attention they need.
: "Learning about their own culture
cand history helps them build self.&steem, which Black men need to

,l

0

I

succeed," she said.

Al-Din teaches second to fourth
grade students. The students call
lier Momma Akilah.
• Some of the student's parents said
'that even though there has been a lot
'-of controversy about the school,
'they know their children are receiving a quality education.
"My son is not learning 'history,'
he is learning 'his' story - the
;,1ory about his own culture,'' said
•
;Marshall Phillips Sr. parent and
,member of the School Board of
:trustees.

Photo by Keya Graves

At Marcus Garvey Charter School teacher Akilah Al-Din teaches

In November 1997, the school
was in trouble. The D.C. School
Board attempted to revoke the
school's charter, but the Marcus
Garvey Board of Trustees fought to
keep the school alive.
Former principal Mary Anigbo
was scrutinized and the Board of
Trustees placed her on probation
claiming her actions violated the
agreement adopted by the D.C.
School Board, and they created

problems for the school.
The Board said once Anigbo was
placed on probation, she became
hostile and left the Board with no
choice but to terminate her on Jan.
14 of this year.
"If [Anigbo's] frrst priority was
the children, she would have been
on the front line fighting and
marching for the children," Marshall Phillips Sr. said. "Is Momma
Anigbo the true momma?"

ore
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Staff Writer
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• 'Daud Jones, of Bethesda, Md., 1s
j sbless. However, this did not pre'V1:ont D.C. government officials
•from
giving him two pink slips parking tickets.
: Jones traveled to the city last
:,reekend to root his hometown,
:t'l!:vorite team - the Georgetown
,toyas against its Big East rival,
notre Dame.
: 'While he was busy watching the
1foyas destroy the Fighting Irish
:t,y 20, the Department of Public
:Works and D.C. police were busy
)~uing him parking tickets.
: One ticket was for expired tags
'and the other was for parking at a
1:iroken meter too long.
' '"I can understand the frrst ticket,''
Tones said. "But the meter is broken, I can't put any quarters in there,
~O how can I get a ticket for that?"
: What Jones, and countless other
tJ:)mmuters who park in the Dislrict, may not realize is that a broken meter does not translate into an
'llnlimited time of free parking
'space.
: Linda Grant, spokesperson for
DPW, said the time limit for vehi' parked at a broken or vandal.
l::Jes
~fed meter is determined by the
~ength of time that appears on the
:Slreet sign for that particular park• area.
111g
: If the meter is located in a two,hour parking zone, the car would
only be able to park there for two
~ours without being ticketed. Parking control aides enforce the time
,1imits. They write down the tag
~umbers of vehicles along their
}oute and return later to give them
~a ticket after their time limit has
elapsed.
: ,This is the standard practice for
:Oistrict ticket writers, which
~ncludes all restricted parking areas,
~11cluding the campus of Howard
'
'

.-

University. Howard's main streets
are owned by the District government, with the exception of a portion of Bryant Street.
The broken meter crisis caused
confusion among motorists and has
drained an estimated yearly revenue of $3.6 to $6 million from the
city economy, said DPW Director
Cell Bernardino.
However, this should soon change
because the D.C. council approved
a joint contract between Lockheed
Martin IMS, World Wide Parking
Inc. and the DPW, to fix the inoperative meters and to replace the
operational meters with more modern ones.
"The meters that we have now are
about 40 years old. They are not
sophisticated and they only accept
quarters,'' Grant said. "The new
meters will be able to accept a variety of coins, and will be hooked up
to a computer program that will be
able to retrieve information."
The new contract is a seven-year
venture that is expected to save the
district $9 million by transferring
the responsibilities of purchasing,

installing, maintaining and collecting coins from the meters to Lockheed Martin and World Wide Park.
1ng .
Under the terms of the contract,
the two companies are required to
have 97 percent of the meters operating fully at any given time after
their installation is completed.
"New meters will be installed in
the heavily trafficked downtown
central business district within 90
days of contract approval and
15,000 state-of-the-art-electronic
meters will replace all the city's
meters within seven months of contract approval," said Bernardino in
a meeting before the D.C. Committee of Public Works and Environment held Jan. 21.
Bernardino said the new deal
should generate more than $15 million a year in revenue. He said the
money is not the entire reason
behind parking meters.
"The District's limited curbside
parking, especially downtown,
requires that we balance all the
competing needs of residents, vis-

By ANGELICA MORRISON

tistics on campus have not been
compiled yet, but they said inciHilltop Staff Writer
dents do occur.
Campus police officers said that
Rape and sexual assault inci- students should take precautions
dents have increased in the Dis- to prevent sexual assaults and
trict, local news stations reported, other violent crimes.
last week. However, rape statistics
Representatives from the Unifor 1997 have not been released, versity's counseling service said
according to the Metropolitan students can reduce the risk of
Police Department.
sexual assault by: increasing their
District rape crisis centers and awareness of their surroundings,
the Metropolitan Police are ques- communicating their sexual
tioning
this
needs openly
report. But, the
and clearly,
''This
is
only
the
report alarmed
being in conHoward Univer- number of incidents trol of their
sity students.
that were reported. behavior
Freshman
(avoiding the
Nicole Smith, There are many that use of drugs
go unreported!'
who lives in Tuband alcohol),
man Quadranbeing assertive
-HUCampus
gle, said she has
and not passive
Police
become cautious
when someone
•
about who she
1s pressuring
allows in her dorm room. She them to have sex and by not
said the report reinforced what allowing strangers into their
her resident assistant told her home.
about being aware of her envi"Rape is something that will
ronment.
stick with you for the rest of your
Smith said resident assistants life," said a Howard police officer.
advise the women who live in the
Quad to not date local residents
who stand in front of their dorOther Precautions
mitory because many older men
are only looking for a freshman to
To Be Token:
take advantage of.
Denise Synder, a public rela1. Avoid isolated
tions representative for the D.C.
places
Rape Crisis Center, said the news
'
media made the initial announcement that rape has gone up in the
2. Avoid being preDistrict while data is still being
dictable
collected.
in your daily routine
She said that in the study, rape
and sexual assault fall under two
different catf.gories, and that the
3. Carry a whistle
Metropolitan Police group sexual assault with all forms of
4. If you think you are
assault.
being followed, go to
The term rape has been used to
describe acts of sexual violence.
an area with people
Although the term is used by
and ask for help
many people, it is placed under
"sexual assault," which involves
a variety of sexual violations that
Sexual Assault
include rape, sexual acts (penetration), sexual contact (touchService Centers:
ing, grabbing and groping), as
well as sodomy and oral sex.
Howard
University
Reports from the Metropolitan
Counseling Service
Police show that between the
years of 1995 and 1996 there was
not an increase in the amount of
University Student
rapes reported in the District. In
Health Center
1995, 292 rapes were reported
and 260 rapes in 1996.
On Howard's campus, six sexD.C. Rape Crisis
ual acts and two sexual contacts
Center
were reported in 1996.
"This is only the number of inciSex Offense Unit of
dents that were reported. There
are many that go unreported,"
the D.C. Police
said officials ,from l;loward 's
Campus Police.
My Sister's Place
Campus police said assault sta•

•

Photo by Keya Graves

Broken meters cause confusion among D.C. residents.

he said. "We must have· the means
for motorists to park on the street
safely, legally and fairly." He said
the parking meter program makes
that happen.

itors, commuters and businesses,"

Our NonStop technology,
your NonStop career.
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La,,l:ing for !J n1n1pany witl1 ,u,nstop ~rowtl1, rxfifrnlt'nC, and flu1llcn~rs?
Join U.\ and 1vt''ll get you !il(fflfd. Help us d,fiuc tl1t' f111un· cif jdult~1oltran1,
stcu,danls-l,ascd (ll'<'" · sysh:n1s nnd Si~twatt, At Tu11dt1n, you'll j,!t'l yt1ur
lu111ds v11 l1igli~ln1pact 11n~jrcts. right /nnn tht· s1ar1. So what~ s11ippi11g Jttu?
Co111c to 011r it~fo,.111ali1•n St'ssion to ,find t>Uf ,no,r, Ta11dt'Hl is t1n equal
<1pp1•rtunity r1npf11yrr:

Howard University
Attn: CS and EE Students
Info Session: February 23rd, 1998
S-6:30 PM, Blackburn Center, Rm. 1SO
Interviews: February 24th, 1998
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·coc: Older Americans AcCount
For 11 Percent Of All AIDS Cases
STEVE~ GRAY

~p Sraff \Vrirer

-,.,so/ a series of articles 011 AIDS-related issues.
i:-,cral weeks had passed when the tell-talc signs 1ha1
'l:lhing was ,1 rong llared and alarmed Jane Fowler.
· chronic fcl'cr, ,he h,1d experienced for two weeks
:xd into bronchitis. Soon. large red legions dotted
-'lody from her neck to her lower thighs.
u, 1986 and Fowler was 50.
:afo,~ler. now 62, and her Kansas City, Mo., docdJ,missed the symptoms thm prompted five visits
~in.ide in January of that year.
--:0 one 11a\ suspecting IJIV in a woman then,"
kn31d.
t )Cars later, during a routine blood test. Fowler
Jr.lid the truth: Through sex with a man who she was
bg JllJ had known ,111 her life. she had contracted
,the11rus that causes AIDS.
wbi the a,,umption 111.11 older Americans do not
i«x. e\p,:m, S:l}' that health care pro, idcrs often
:rk,Jl HIV S)mptom, in the nation·s 71 million
:;fco1erthe age of 50.
1.xordmg to a rcpon released last month by the Cen~I« Di,ea.~c Control in Atlanta, because doctor.,
fail to offor them 111 V tests and thu<; do not detect
~TJ11l1earl}', people over 1he age of 50 arc more likelll !hose ages 13 to 49 to die within one month of
mmal AIDS diagnosis.
1\ehJdanumb,.:rofpatients who have been diagJat a latentagc in the game," said Joel Gallant.

director of the Moore HIV Clinic at Johns Hopkins
Medical Institutions in Baltimore. ''It took more evidence before someone did an HIV test. Doctors are
more reluctant to talk about sex with older individuals, because they just make assumptions that they arc
not having sex."
The number of people o,er age 50 diagnosed with
AIDS each year has surged from 609 in 1984 to more
than 7,400 new cases last )Car. People over SO now
account for 11 percent of all U.S AIDS cases, according to the CDC.
Expcns say doctors and family members do not talk
about sex with their older patients. parents or grandparents, who were born into a generation that was sexually-bound.
"They·rc assuming that this is a young person's disease," Gallant said. "It's not who you are that put, you
at risk, it's what you do."
The CDC report confirmed that older people with
apparent symptoms of HIV - such as pneumonia,
rapid weight loss and dementia
are often misdi.ignosed as ha\ing symptoms rdatcd to aging. not Ill\'
infection.
Diane Zablotsky, a University of Nonh Carolina at
Charlotte professor, has done extensive research on the
effects of HIV and AIDS on older people.
Z::iblotsky said doctors "need to get over the idea that
you can't talk to older people, or your female patient
or your grandmother about sex."
"We need to stop approaching this as though we're
going to embarrass someone," she said. ·'What it comes
down to is getting past the ba1Ticrs."
While more than half of all new AIDS cases repon-

cd among people over 50 occur in gay men, the number of new cases reponed in that group dropped by 11
percent between 1992 and 1996, the repon said.
By contrast, in the same period. the number of new
reponed AIDS cases rose sharply among older women
who contracted the disease 1hrough heterosexual contact, from 399 in 1992 lo 706 in 1996.
Experts say that among those older than 50. women
are more at risk of contracting HIV than men. As
women grow older. their vaginal walls lose natural
lubrication and are more prone to abrasion. Therefore.
Zablotsky said, blood and other bodily Ou ids arc more
likely to be transmitted during sexual intercourse.
More than 4,000 African-American women over 50
arc diagnosed with AIDS in comparison to roughly
2,SOO Caucasian women in the same age group. according to the CDC.
Androug),Iy 17,(XX)Afncan-Am.::ricanmenoverSOarcdiag1 ~ with AIDS, while more than 28.500 Cauca.,ian men in
the same age group were diagnosed last year.
Fowler said she was the lasl person anyone would
expcc1 to contract the virus.
"I wasn't a homosexual man and had never used
drugs," Fowler said. "I was a SS-year-old career woman
who was a virgin on her wedding night in 1959. I could
have been a poster girl for the Miss Morality Contest."
In Florida. where senior citizen communities dot the
Atlantic and Gulf coasts and one in el'ery fil'c residems
is 65 or older. people over 50 account for 12.5 percent
of all new A IDS cases reponcd last year.

David Bums, communications director of the state:S
Department of Elder Affairs, said nearly 840 new
AIDS cases were reponed among people over SO in the
state last year.
Francis Bates. 64, learned he was HIV-positive in
1988. He says he never mustered up the boldness to
take the HIV test. But weeks after traveling to a Maryland clinic. the truth surfaced.
J
Bates, who is gay, said he might have contracted t~e
virus from a former partner, who was an intravenous
drug user, in the early 1980s.
Today Bates lives alone in a modest one-bedrOO)!I
apartment in Nonhwest Washington, leaving only to
volunteer a few days each week at a nearby AIDS cli-nic. II is the least he can do. he said.
'
Bates' T-cell count dipped as low as four a few ye~s
ago. Now, it is hovering just below 200, the point at
which doctors diagnose a patient as having full-blowp
AIDS. T-cells manage the body's immune system. ..
His slender 6-foot-4-inch frame has bounced backJp
211 pounds after a serious infection pulled his weight
down 10 I 30. Even as his memory fades away, his spirit remains resilient.
"I don't concern myself with the hereafter, becaus.e
what I'm afler is here ... It's my life," said Bates, as he
prepared for a meeting of people over SO who are li\l·
ing with (IIV or AIDS.
11
During bus rides through the city, Bates no longo/
buries his head in his coat as the vehicle passes fu111,{al homes.
"The idea of death, i1 scared me," he said. "I'd look
the other way. But I'm not afraid anymore."
n

U. Of Florida

President Calls
Soss An 'Oreo'
P\\\ ~I. W11. 1.1, \IS

Sraff II rirer
..:nHerben, University of Florida's !.ystem~ chancellor and a Black man,
.!le1lan "Oreo·• by the ,chool ·s pn.:sident John Lombardi who is \Vhite.
,Chri tmas pa11) in Lombardi ·s home in Gainesville, Fla., Lombardi
·bed Herben ru, an "Oreo" because he was "Black on the outside and
ioathe inside.'' Lombardi said that because of those characteristics Hcr•oold be 1ery good at dealing with Whites at the university. Herben·s
~ould rank him as Lombardi's boss.
rurdi. who has been president of the 42,000-student university since
ijJOlogized laier for the incident but his actions only ignited other probfia1 bJd been cscalaung between Lombardi and board members.
,~ogi1ed to Dr. Herben, the Board of Regents, the students and the
•. said John Lester. Associate Director of ~ews and Public Affairs for
mity.

''It is no longer an issue for
me. I did not feel the need to
even talk apologies,''
--Adam Herbert,
University of Florida
Chancellor
·trnure issue has passed now. but it brought up other issues between
~and the Board of Regents. r le ha.\ pledged to work beucr in the future
.ieBoard of Regents has pledged to help him fulfill that promise:·
!llllCommittee Chairman Steve Uhlfcldcr moved to fire Lombardi in
Jmll31) and allow him to step down to a faculty position. The Board of
:,1>a l ➔-mcmbcr group that governs Florida's 10 public universities
11, !he authority to hire or fire the university's presidents and chancelIt,.pi1e Lombardi calling Herben an "Oreo.'' I Ierben recommended that
'l:rdi keep his po:.ition.
,ibtorsand innuential alumni also came to Lombardi's defense. Joy Cul:i.<e, the widow of forrncr Tampa Baf Buccaneers owner Hugh Culvert,dona1ed $2.05 million to the university last year.
~ohearing of the move to fire or demote Lombardi, Culverhouse sent a
t iboard member stating: "If Lombardi is demoted or has to step down
die presidential position I will no longer be interested in donating to the
mil} of Florida:·
only did Lombardi get suppon from legislators and alumni. but he also
:.-led~pport trom 1he student bod}. Lombardi is well known to make him,:,ible on c;impu\ and ii. actively involved with the students. Lombardi
1.1rara, teaching a course on Latin American history, Students said that
1', comments were only ui.ed by his political enemies who wanted
'.illCC 10 exploit it."
;,1e 1he suppon that Lombardi received from students an d alumni, he
:::!1osi\ months worth of probation where he will have to clear all deciiuh three Board of Regents members.
11100 longer an issue for me. I did not feel the need to even talk apoloHerbert said.
::-hvdi did apologi1.c 10 Herben in a letter. in private and publicly to let
loowtha1he used a wrong choice of words. Lombardi said he made the
~nl in 1hc privacy of his own home. but that a person in his position
lrt,ponsibility to be accountable for what he says. wherever he says
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Howard University Division of Student Affairs
Office of Residence Life
Saturday, February 21
9:45 a.111. - 3:00 p.1n.
St. Christopher's School
Richmond, Virginia

. • Meet adn1inist · tors fron1
indc~1cndcnt schools in Virginia
and the surrounding area

1998-1999

I

•
t

in university residence halls

l)iscuss bcncfi ts and currcn t job
openings for grades K - 12

•

'

! • J\ttcnd orientation session
I

I

•

· • :i\1ccl other lcc1chcrs of color

Qualifications: Undergraduate - Sophomore. Junior. Senior - 2.5 (GPA) average. Residence rt
occupant for aminimumof one academic year, arecord of active part1c1pahon and pos11lve leadersin hall programs and activities.

• Free ,1dn1ission <lnd lunch
804/358 •6273 for dct:iil-;

Sponsored by
The \1irginia Association
of Independent Schools
llall'ard l m1c~11~ licncr.11 ,\"cmhl~ I k('l1on~ Commltlcl'
l}Jmon \\aters. Chairman

dible
ilence

Employment: Is for one year and includes ataxable stipend of 5750.00. paid 1n montnly installrrf
plus free room rent for the academic year.Reappointment for asecond year 1s possible. but requ1r~
new application.
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We Need Good Peopl
Interested in Self Developmen
and Helping Othel
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. THE THUNDEROUS VOIC:ES OF THE~VOTE
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Basketball Game

Saturday,
February 21, 1998
Howard v. N.C. A& T
Burr Gymnasium

I
I

Secure application from
Residence Hall Office,
complete and submit to the:
2401 4th Street, NW
Washington) DC 20059
On or betore Februa~ 17, 1998

ro ('flA~GE

*Will 111kt placr if runoff i1nm"IU~.
*Que-.tion.1? P!t".lq, call 806-5-125 or COOK' to Rm 109 in 1hr Blackbum Crntrr.

~'

I

Office of Residence Life

Al.I, l>Al f$, flMK~. AND I.OCAflONS ARESllBJErt

1

Responsibilities: R.A.s work under the superv1s1on of Community D1reclors. v,(·
aminimum of ten (10) hours per week. assist with hall openings and closings. \vork \vith 40 lo;
1
students occupying acorndor, assist with hall programs and act1v1t1es. attend all meetings called bv: ~
Community Directors, and assist with administrative respons1b1ht1es.
1
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" NATURAL MOTION HAIR SALO~

''
••

5332 Georgia Avenue, N.W.

SUPER BONUS DAYS ON
TUESDAY thru THURSDAY
UNTIL IVIARCH 31ST

IF YOU SEEN 'EM
WE GOT 'EM ...... ·
SO COME GET 'EM!!

l..0%0FF!
• S#IAm'POO BlOhl 1JRV & CURl
, RUAXER • 1Ull 'P£Rms
• 10UC#I U'PS Att1J klRA'PS

the flyest men and women on campus

20%0FF!

VALENTINE'S DAY AUCTION

• 1Ull h1£AtlES

BLACKBURN READING ROOM 7PM
FRJ¥Y THE 13TH WILL NEVER.
"BE THES~E

kl£R£ O'Ptn 9:00 Am • 6:30 'Pm
SEE HO\VARD BOOKSTORE OR HILLTOP NE\VS
FOR Fl~EE COl I>O~!!! I\ILST SHOW COL!PON
CERTIFICATE FOR DISCOUNT OR YOU l\rlA Y CUT
OUT THIS AD - FOR APPOINTIVIENT CALL

Sponsored by:
School of Communications and School of Business

FREE ADMISSION!!!!!

202 723-1667

INSTANT CR
Guaranteed Credit Cards witl1 Credit Li111its
l Jt/
1
Up To $10,000 Witl1in Days!
Ycarr
·No CREDIT, No JOB, No PARENT-SIGNER, No SECUlllrl,Y DEPOSIT!

•

no credit •M~i!
bad
credit
•
no
income?
·- lfd~~:~ ~~~-•,t-~•-~a;.:a,
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You Can Qualify To Rec_..,..efve
_
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''Make of me always a man [woman]
who questions!'
--Frantz Fanon
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Language Barriers
he foreign language requirement that many interaction -- the lab does not provide instruction suitHoward students face is probably little thought ed to different types of students.
about. A placement 1est may be taken to deterHoward is supposed to prepare its students to be globmine 1he class level according to skill. In general, stu- al leaders, bu1 the lack of funding for the language labs
1 dents do whatever they must to get out of the language
works against thal very goal.
: classes as fast as they can, whether or not they leave
Diversity and multiculturalism are words that the
I proficient in the language.
world frequently speaks of. bu1 Howard students are
One cause of students' lack of proficiency in foreign not equipped to approach these concep1s when many
languages can be traced to not finding the facilities and of them cannot even understand, let alone speak anothhelp required 10 become nuer language. With a large international population, the
ent in a language. particular- . . . - - - - - --U-R
- -V-I_E_W
_:_:__:_______, 1erm global community
0
ly with the lack of equipseems to fit the Universi1y.
ment in the language labs.
We need improvements in our but there remains a lack of
Once the language requireforeign language education. appreciation for the benefits
ment is fulfilled. most stuan in1ernational education
dents never return to t h e i r ' - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - ' holds.
Spanish or French books and would have trouble
Besides giving students an edge in the job market, flurecalling most of what they learned. Fluency in anoth- ency in a foreign language provides students with a
er language seems rare, and yet it shouldn't be. In the broader view of the world. The culture that can be
face of an ever-developing world. students may find learned about in a language course affords a different
themselves without the capabilities to compete in the view of the world and the nation. An improvement in
changing job market and the awareness to survive in a the labs would allow students a better opportunity to
changing world.
access the advantages of the world.
To combat this problem, students must be prepared,
Students cannot solely rely on the language Jabs. other
_)>ut the language Jabs arc not able to do this when they students or their professors to spoon feed then an edu1),ack funds and equipment. The labs are in need of cation in foreign languages. Each student must make
~money for basic repairs and cannol even begin 10 it their business to go beyond gelling by and reach for
rupdaie the Jabs as they should and would like to.
grea1er educa1ion and understanding of another Ian., The facilities have outdated malerials that, when guage and culture.
installed some 20 years ago, were technologically
The international student popula1ion can be u1ilized
.,advanced. but now the materials do not compare with as well as a city with a diverse population. Facilities
-~D-ROM and other interactive products prevalent to help students reach these goals are necessary, though,
1oday.
and must be considered a vi1al part of a Howard edu:11 The audio equipment found in the language labs is not cation. Programs that identify the world as an integral
:>only outdated, but may not be able to teach many stu- part of this education, such as an international relations
:>dents the way tha1 they need to be 1aught. Since Siu- major and lhe vasl improvcmem of 1he language labs,
dents learn in different ways -- some people need visu- are sorely needed.
al material, while others require materials that solicit
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UGSA Direction

·, I n 1993, the Undergraduate S1udent Assembly led cheon represent the year's a1temp110 build consciousa si1-in to protesl deteriorating facilities in the Col- ness. Bui these pale in comparison 10 the entertainment
i
Jege of Fine Arts. Five years later, our UGSA is events. This may be due 10 the fac1 that a 101 of students
II putting on programs of an enter1ainmen1 nature. What
do not know their respective representatives and thereexactly is UGSA supposed 10 be doing?
fore have no input. The various schools and colleges
The role of UGSA is defined in the Consti1ution as have elec1ed 1hesc people to represenl 1hem and their
1
I an entity established to meet "the needs of theUnder- needs as students.
I graduate Schools and Colleges and the communi1y at
However, it should be duly noted 1hat plans for a sur1targe ..."
~ - - - -- -- - - -- -- -- vey were made to get student
I The boat ride and ski trips
OUR VIEW:
feedback. Despite this a11emp110
: received the most altention by
UGSA programming has coincide events with interests of
I the sludent body. UGSA even
overlooked political needs. students, UGSA should further
sponsored comedy shows and
strive to represent the diverse
movie nights to cnter1ain the
needs of the s1udent body. No
campus. Other events such as the "Howard Live" talk where in the constitution does i1 say, programming
shows
served both an entertainment and somelimes equa1es to partying. The role of UGSA is to provide
1
I educational purpose - despite sparse attendance. service to the Howard Universi1y communily. This canl While UGSA has made good on the entertainment not happen unless reps communicate with their con1 aspec1, there is a lack of progressive or conscious prostituents. UGSA has played the role of entertainer as
gramming.
well. But the role of educational service provider 10 the
Events such as World AIDS Day, a forum on manda- University has left the students with liule food for
Ltory scn1cncing and an upcoming BJack Achievers Lun- though 1.
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A Woman's Worth

Grandmothers, mothers, sisters, girlfriends. excep1ion, of course. of those courses specifically
Everyone can probably 1es1ify 1ha1 one of designed for women's literature.
_
these women is the strongest they have ever
Men are studied in science courses, his1ory courses.
known. Women are givers of life and oflen unequaled and philosophy courses -- just to name a few. Women
'support. Why, then, do women often ge1 less limn 1he really can't be s1udied in 1hese fields because a college
respecl they deserve?
educa1ion, a prerequisi1c for 1hese fields, was ini1ially
The head of the sociology department, Florence Bon- inaccessible. Even afler women were permitted an eduner, has tried to begin a women's studies departmen1 cation, 1hcy were still oflen denied 1heir due.
at Howard.
Of1en the names of distinguished men rcs1s on the lips
Despile her and 01her faculty members' efforts. the of our 1ongues, but the same number of distinguished
dream has not come to fruition yet. - - - -- U
_R
__V_IE_W
--•.- - - women is harder to come b). This
0
however, that could soon change if
happens not for a lack of names,
J the Universi1y takes a Slep in the
We should have a
bul ra1hcr a lack of knowledge.
1
tigh1 direction.
, t di
Women's issues arc rarely taken
; , Some may argue the need for a women S S U es program seriously in the Black communi1y,
women's s1udies departme111, but
at Howard.
and this department could help 10
~t'he question should be why not?
reverse tha1 pauern. Howard would
_ The cares of the world have restalso
make a greai sta1ement about
1
cd on the backs of women, especially Black women for its belief in women wi1h 1his program. Especially in
'loo long. A celebra1ion of the real, but often overlooked. light of the pay discrepancies a1 the University be1ween
)eroines in our community is lo_ng overdue. The usual male and female professors. 1his step would reflect a
women who arc lauded for their advancement of the more forward thinking universi1y.
_world arc Harrie! Tubman, Sojourner Truth or Rosa
Instead of regarding women as second-class ci1izens
\>arks,
but
what
abou1
the
women
behind
1he
scenes
in
a male-dominated world, 1he University would take
1
'rarely
cited and rarely praised?
the forefron1 on an issue, in accordance with a history
1
? A scaltering of courses with a female perspective of Howard as a leading inslitution.
~,fxis1. such as Black Women ln America, but there is
Howard should have been 1hc first historically Black
i1i:iot a core of courses thal proclaim women's legacy.
university to have a concentra1ion in women's s1Udies,
As an institution of higher learning. all the knowledge but second will do. Students had to fight for the
Jhat can be learned should be learned, especially about African-American Studies departmenl. a concentration
,piore than half of the population at Howard.
1hat is now so normal -- the time of when it did 001 exis1
Although some may contend that a women's studies seems inconceivable. There will come a day when
-1
Jlcpariment would warrant a men's studies depart- women's studies at Howard is ordinary and the fight
.,ment, the argument is without merit.
to gain the program will be 1aken for granted.
, In rcalily, every major tends to be men's studies. More
That day should be soon.
_,men arc read than women in literature classes with the
·
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OUR MISSION

As one of the oldest student institutions at Howard University The Hilltop St«un
.
em~ody the University's motto of lruth and Service.
I
Since 1924, _The H,1/tµp has served as the watchdog of the University facilita~no
access to information and stimulating critical tliought and intellectual debJkrc

Throfl gh_orr news coverage and lead opinion-making, we hope to set a stand:.u 1
co egta e neU
wspapers a nd journalism. We champion the sl udent voice ~i~~
n1versities across this nation and around the world.
_As a memb~r: of the. Black P.ress, it is our duty to seek out news that affects tht
hves and poh.ttcal being of African An1ericans so that we may determine our No!
\.V1lhout know ledge of ourselves, we are like a tree without roots. T

W E WELCO;\IE Y OUR L ETTERS AND COMMENTS

. THE HIU1VP encourages yo11 to share yo11r 1•iell's, opinions and ideas. i\i> pub/
matenal address~d ro 11s. and ro111i11e/y edit fellers for space and sryle. Leuers as ll'ell as
. (Gries 11111sr be typed signed ll'ilh f11/I addresses and telephone 1111111bers.
The op1111011s e.xl!r~ssed 011 rhe Editorial Page are solely the viell's of the Editorial Be
do nor reflect the op1111011s of Howard Universil): its administrarion, THE HILLTOP Boar
sr11de111s.
n,
Please address letters and comments to:
ie
Editorial editor
h:
The Hilltop
ri.
2251 Sherman Ave. NW
T,
Washington, D.C. 20001
hi
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£GHAN R. L IVINGSTON

Keeping It On
The Down Low
\':iknline's Day, some people
./tr a1 lhc mere men lion of Lhe
;.JI has people sniffing roses,
i~chrunpagne, and snuggling
1£irh¢arts' content.
~ tkscrihl.-d as ''jusl another
~that women made up to get
t-.'' nnd i~ also mourned as
.;aebe,t day of Lhe year. Valen•11la) can be more, but the oat~'tne at Howard University
t,11ca1ertoa holiday Lhat asks
~ affection.
lid lacks what many other
!t campuses have in abunt Rarely Jo students, while
-.iingacrosqhe yard, bob and
,; around a happy couple
,g. hJnd•in-hand, with lovcJi,:rin1ontheir faces. Howard
11.'..i boost of happy and affcc1,rpubhc couples.
J.Jung scene at Howard is
completely unJaground.
g ,1udents seem to need to
ill of !heir activities on tht!
1loll" No one wants his or
•;i.11lb1 out in the open. bu1
~a line between secrecy for
sctJ(lll and secrecy for the prou~r reputation.
rromo1es an underground
,:Jllll(nt 1ha1 feeds on rumors
~ oo~. The pcrfoc1ly na1iMi.l1iors of attraction turn
tl(ltt, of the utmost confi~:hlllhreaten 10 unloose in an
and di,respcctful manner.
~, a problem on ValcnDay. especially for tho~e
. ~,.md couples III which one
•i,arns for champagne and
'fflie,llnFeb. 14. Seeking to
11,'fi1.ite engage ment private
~•rong. but being honest and
· .bout )Our feelings is not
ll!tther. h is good to restram
d.111g lips with a honey in
.w of Founders Library or
lbculder massages in Lhe

-µO;t
M

e,eryone·s situation is

Day means
. rore than upgrading the
Int from the food court at
S:.ition 10 The Cheesecake

Those students whose on-campus
mate has a girlfriend or boyfriend
at home may go wilhout love.
It is not so bad until he realizes
that no matter what. he will wistfully imagine all the Lhings that his
"friend'' and her boyfriend are
enj oying together.
Then, there are those who would
kill for a valentine. The die-hard
romantics who wail and moan
when they sec hearts and cut-outs
of Cupid and rent "Love Jones"
every weekend.
Some students treat this Valentine's Day as nothing more than a
lucky Lhrce-day weekend for a trip
to see the folks back home.
Whatever Lhe situation, there is a
way to gel through Lhe weekend Lhat
puts a smile on everyone's face and
sheds light on the anthill of dating
at Howard. Realize Valentine's Day
for what it suggests, and not what
a Hallmark card says it is.
This holiday is unique because it
asks us to tell someone Lhal we
care, even if they already know.
Some argue against a special day 10
tell others we love them we
should say it anyway.
True, but a special day for love
seems necessary, especially when
our society is plagued with violence and hate.
It is better to give than to receive
on Valentine's Day. I never agreed
until I saw a beaming smile meant
just for me.
Thi'.'. Valentine's Day. find the
courage to dig up some of those
underground feelings and let someone !,,.now. Shed some light on
them, give them some room, and
see how fast they grow.
If you treat a good thing like it is
a misfortune, it will start to weigh
you down. Use this Valentine's
Day to show someone how much
you love them, or just like Lhem.
Light up someone else's day.
You'll be surprised how much they
can light up yours.

;:::,c, Valentine's

>

The writer is afreslm1a11 English
and anthropology major.

:oSPENCER

Men Are So
Stupid!
,:go. if )OU got a girl pregl 113d 10 marry her. No matugly or portly :.he may
!ffl!. }OU got hitchl·d Mar, 'll:ltrehonorabk thing to do.
asually had to stop whm
ooingand get a job Lo supbmily.
~ra1SCd. it became hardi3rdtr 10 raise a family on
. Asare,ult, women s1ar1mng the work force in
'i011, working women had
""11ibilitics. Women took
~'le home and performed
!liel .u work. This is why
:rt the smarter sex. \Vomen
.•~so many re.,ponsibilities
,c time.
• •om.:n are so smart. they
~rurnage is not always the
'tlOdo. Marriage is a life~11men1. Why commit
:rm bccau\c of short -term

· i:n,claimcd that they were
J. They weren't going to be

utoa marriage with some"! had to grow to love.

do all the housework. take
~children and hold a full' What do they need men

l!lmen say they need a man
:.nca "strong back" around
.( The wor..t thing is for a
i 111an to be married to a
ih.it only needs a strong
\!any strong backs found
t1on the streets or living
''ffland dad again. Liberat:indon't put up with much

Today, women are so liberated,
men don't have to open doors anymore. Men don't have to give up
their seat for a woman. Women
want to pay for dinner, although in
most instances, they only pay for
their half of Lhe meal. Well, it's a
start.
Women arc so libcraled, now they
ask men ,or sex. If you get women
pregnant Lhese days, they don't want
to get married. They didn't really
like Lhe father of their child in the
first place.
To men everywhere, doesn't it feel
good to be stupid? Now we are free
to ha\'e two or three kids by two or
three different women and not have
to take care of Lhem. Our baby's
mothers don't like us that much .
•
After they get pregnant, they don't
want us around. For all those who
don't agree, watch a week of "The
Ricki Lake Show" or the "Jerry
Springer."
Every woman who reads the tit le
of this article probably agrees that
men arc stupid. Women demand
less from men these days. A man's
responsibility to a woman is less
than it was 50 years ago, but men
are stupid.
Ladies, it seems ljke you're getting a raw deal. There is no man
smart enough to get men off of
chivalry's hook. Men, it's a good
thing we were smart enough to let
women do us that favor.

--T URK/YA

L.

L OWE

Resistance Is Futile
Which is more dangerous _
accepting anoLher person's theories
of in~eriority, or losing integrity,
morality and humanity you possess
in trying to disprove Lhose theories?
Of course, both are very destructive
to the spirit of a people-one for the
status quo and the other for resistance.
Resistance is :i rocky, dirt road
with hidden sinlilioles and trees that
block your passage. You would
rather not take Lhis road. bu1 must,
despite your impertinence in trying
to travel the newly paved highway
reserved for the majority.
On this road of resistance with
you are companions- spiritually,
emotionally and economicall y.
Sometimes, Lhcy are the only reason you continue when the tree
branches scratch an arm, or an
unseen sinkhole twists an ankle.
However, in the name of resistance,

there is the danger of sacrificing
your fellow travelers to prove a
point, or disprove one, to the people pushing a Lexus on 1ha1 highway.
You try to disprove the theories,
but not in the traditional way like
selling out to the ·•establishment"
for token acceptance, and, of
course, money, but rather by deliberately inOicting pain on your companions.
You try to prove Lhe reality of the
other travelers' fight 10 survive
from those wbo deny their humanity. In other words, torturing someone to prove !hat he or she screams
just as loudly as someone of another race, religion, economic class or
sexual persuasion.
A few weeks ago, I saw the movie
"Miss Evers' Boys." I was saddened. outraged and most of all
frightened by what these Black

people did to other Blacks in order
to dispel the popular racist theory
that Blacks are genetically inferior
to Whites.
For resistance, educated Blacks
infected their own people with
syphilis to prove that the disease
would follow the same deadly
course in Blacks as in Whites.
There was no purpose in conducting such a horrendous experiment
to disprove an obviously biased
theory. A friend of mine disagreed.
She felt that since syphilis was documented to have affected Blacks the
same as Whites, the experiments
had a purpose - it disproved Lhe
theory.
I don't understand why anyone
would sacrifice their people to
prove a point 10 someone who
despises and fears him. Why is the
opinion of the majority so important Lhat the minority would kill

'
each other to combat a theory without regard to their own spiritual
well-being? Wi1h what assurances
did the doctors and nurses comfort
themselves as their patients became
mad by demonic hallucinations,
sterilized by the virus that ate its
way through their bodies? The taking of a life, with or without cause,
fundamentally changes a person.
Something within the soul of the
killer dies with the soul of the one
killed.
To kill someone as an act of sacrifice must be worse, for you must
justify why, and if those rationalizations are flimsy, how do you ever
exonerate yourself and gain forgiveness from others?
The writer is a junior history
major.

R AND Y S HORT

Black Power In India
Last year marked the 50th
anniversary o f Indian Independence. Since 1947, India has been
described as Lhe world's most populous democracy.
India brings to mind the non-violence of Mahatma Gandhi, whom
Blacks compare to Martin Luther
King. Jr.-wilh no basis.
Dr. King forfeited being a rogue
preacher and took up the cross of
Lhc poor and oppressed. Gandhi
timidly tried to adjust Lhe inferior
status of the Indians called
Untouchables.
Yes, India too practices color
racism against what many revisionist scholars argue are people of
African descenl. For more than
3,000 years, the people who now
call themselves the Dalit, or people
ground down, have endured conditions that make Brazil's favelas and
South Africa's bantustans seem like
paradise. Nearly 175 million Dalits endure the same horrors as in Lhe
West, but with a Hindu twisl.
Hinduism is an inherently racist
religion that has more regard for

cows and other animals than for
people with dark skin. Invaders
from China imposed Hindu on the
original inhabitants of India. They
enslaved Lhe dark Dravidinns and
created a system that denied them
basic rights. Hinduism classifies
Dali ts as subhuman without a caste
of their own and subjects them to
Lhe most extreme form of segregation. They can't be maids, butlers or
drive Mrs. Daisy, instead they do
Lhe lowliest jobs. Upper caste Hindus 10 this day can abuse Dalits
wilhout fear.
ln 1997, police in Bombay massacred 10 Dalits and wounded 27
others for protesting an obscene
gesture made at statue of Dr.
Babasaheb Ambedkar-a figure
Dalits see as a composite of our
most prominent Black leaders.
Knowing their status, the police
shot to kill and fired without warning. According to India's Black
Untouchables, no fewer than three
Dalits arc lynched every day and
numerous Dalit women are raped
every hour.

If India did have a comparison to
Dr. King, it should be Dr. Ambedkar-father of the Indian Dal it (i.e.,
Black Pride movements). Born in
1891, Ambedkar lived in Harlem
and was the first Dalit to earn a
Ph.D. from Columbia University.
The Black struggle-especially the
Garvey Movement- inspired
Ambedkar. After other degrees, he
returned to fndia lo fight for the
Untouchables. Ambedkar convinced the BriLish that the Dalits
needed representation in the developing Indian movement to break
wilh the British Empire.
Ambedkar wrote the Indian Constitution, and wrote numerous
clauses to protect the Dalits. In the
l 930s, Ambedkar led sit-ins,
strikes, boycotts, and mass demonstrations against Hindu racism. He
fought Gandhi, who resisted giving
full rights to the Dali ts, until Gandhi's dealh. Ambedkar wanted inclusion of Dalit in the Hindu religion,
but the violent resistance of the
same people who had been nonviolent with Lhe British was too

~
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strong. Ambedkar led a movement
for the Dalit to become Buddhists.
A lasting achievement of the work
of Dr. Ambedkar was the creation
of a national program that opened
job areas once inaccessible to Dalits. Ambedkar, whose motto was
"educate, agitate, organize," died in
I 956-one year shy of Dr. King's
1957 visit to India.
In the late I 960s, the Dalit Pant.hers, young Indians who copied
the Black Power movement in the
United States, assumed the work of
Dr. Ambedkar. In the 1960s, the
Untouchables, like Blacks, changed
their name. Once a term of derision,
Dalit became a term of endearment
and empowerment. Today, there is
Dalit Power, Dalit Music and Poetry, and Dalit Theology, which borrows heavily from Black Theology.
Students must learn about other
peoples' experiences. In particular, Blacks must do more with college than just party.
The columnist is a doctoral st11de111
in the College ofArts and Sciences.

•
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The writer is a senior che111istry
111ajor.

. Articles on the SLANT page are the sole views of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of The Hilltop or of Howard University.
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Activities and Unique
Gift Ideas for
Valentine's Day:

dentine's Day is the
d.l)' when lovers holp
hands, exchange flowheart-shaped boxe.\ of
candy, laugh, touch,
promise everlasting

le sl,-1ti 4:
-· Pershing Park Ice Rink, Pennsylvania
Avenue & 14th Street
•· Sculpture Garden Ice Rink, Madison
Drive & 7th Street

e's Day on Howard

:tys campus is marked
press ads, stuffed toys
balloons for sale in
Center.
tSSaid the holiday
ut love and more
Um. Frank Earp, a
p.iliuc3l science major,
l\'1ds 11 easy to remain
:-;;to the pressures of the
111l3SS marketing.
:I: Valentine's Day is
!!Oalism at its best and a
:tofacapitalistic soci!.Kp said.
:11t110n Earp will spend
'lJJ) alone, he said.
:::.;m infusing the holi1 n:cent phenomenon.
-~ holida} ~taned in
;c-tul}'as an attempt by
-c Church 10 end a
fcnihty

BLACK

T h e
names
of
young
teen-age
women were placed in a box
and drawn at random by adolescent e
A .,n
, s assigned that
woman.,companion for his entertain merlt and pleasure (often
sexual) for the duration of a
year. The early church fathers
wanted to replace the deity
Lupercus with a "lovers• saint
Valentine, a bishop who had
been manyred some 200 year:oearlier.
Valentine enraged Emperor
Claudius II. who had forbidden
marriage because he felt married
men made poor soldiers. Valen
tine, bishop of l nteramna,
secretly married young lovers
despue the emperor\ wishes.
Valentine was offered Christianity to avoid execution. After
he refused, Valen tine was
clubbed. stoned and beheaded.
With reluctance and the passage of time, more Romans

ttingAMan'

replaced
their pagan festi- Cook for the one ~ou Jon•
val with the church's holy
day.
l\lakc a taJlC of }our fa,orite love songs
Mass marketing often take the
creativity out of expressing Ian an indoor picnic
affection said Danielle Marshall,
a sophomore speech pathology 1-, ent and watch romantic movies
major.
Marshall said she is sentimen- Run a bubble bath
tal about the holiday. She recalls
a unique Valentine's Day expe- l o,e in Langua~e:
rience:
Write a special poem expressing your
"I was interning at the Geral- feelings
do !Riv~al show when an old
high school cl,1ssmate had flowI., ng Distance m·erY
ers sent ti, me v. ith a message to
Send an Electronic Valentine's Day card
meet him dov. nstairs," Marshall
through an online service
said. She said she hadn't seen
her friend in years.
Tape and audio message on a cassette
l\.farshall said she would enjoy
the holiday more 1f people
v. 1 ,uld be creative and original in Make a calendar with pictures of you and
their gift givrng. This year she your companion together
said she hopes she receives
something out of the ordinary l<or h~ S1 ~nders:
Gift certificates for facials, massages, manand more unique or personal.
icures and pedicures.
Photo by Chris Bell

e ate

:::ff\Vrirtr
.,. 1th a smooth chocolate complexion,
deep brown eyes. striking features
and a runner's physique, LaShawn
kb like the type of girl that has a date
!!!lend.

1.. loc,JI is not enough.
IObe in love." Taylor said. "Dating is

vs •

~'Id.•
3> sing!e women. Taylor is having a
:.:tfinding ' Mr. Right.•
bait been utilizing all types of meth. !he man of their dreams. Personal ads,
lippy hours and going on blind dates
of the most popular methods.
itQenarenot alone. They have a guide
irl fact.
uymarket has been flooded with dat' · e-.·er since the appearance of "The
·.:ie-ies1ed Secrets for

·the

•

on 1nues

Marry a Black
Man,•
by
Monique
de
Jongh and Cassandra CatoLouis.
"What I like
about the book
is that it stresses
that you must
have yourself
together before
you even think
about finding a
mate." she said.
New author Denene Millner gives the definitive Black answer to the question of courtship
in her book "Sistah's Rules.• The book encourages readers "to get out there and ask that man
out."
"The Rules" preaches against asking a man out.
"Sistah's Rules• says there is nothing wrong with
going after what you want.
Miles Banks said "Sistah's Rules• is more realistic.
"I also agree with the author about a woman
knowing how to cook," said Banks. a 25-yearold real estate agent.
Banks summed up best the one thing that all
readers and authors agree with when it comes to
dating.
"Honesty is the most important thing in a relationship." Banks said. "Keep it real, be yourself."

'I

"equity and Dutch treat
lhe working place, but not in the
~aying field."
:ilhe main rules is that a woman should
1man and seldom return his phone calls.
.-t claims this will have a man lusting
111

YOOWI.
· lllCD like

Ibrahi m Ku rtman do not find
· appealing.
llq)calling a girl and she never calls me
iwstopcalling." said Kurtman, a senior
:.tjor. ' I'm not going to waste my time
•.nan who can't even pick up the phone

•

Myers, a freshman theater major, agreed.

book was written for White people,"

Myers said. "l don't know any Black man who
will get mad if you approach him first." Myers
said she uses the book as a paper weight.
However, Kurtman and Myers agree on some
of the books general rules.
"1 think it is smart to wait until you are in a relationship before you have sex," Myers said.
To others, Lisa Oseitutu seems to have it all.
At 30. she is a successful securities lawyer.
However, Osei tutu said there is a void in her life.
"When I was in college, l just knew I wou ld be
married by the time l was 2S," Oseitutu said.
"Now, I just hope tliat 1'11 have a steady boyfriend
by the time I'm 35."
Oseitutu said she swears by the book "How to

•

Expressing Pride In
Race, Self, Community
By H EATHER SAVAGE

r

Hilltop Staff Writer
t was a "divine revelation"
that opened her mind to a
world of change.
On the last day of December in
1992, a woman sat patiently on a
bus waiting for her stop. Her eyes.
squinted from the brightness of
the sun, gazed fixedly on the commuters walking the Washington,
D.C.. streets.
After viewing Spike Lee's "Malcolm X," the woman said her spirit was sick with the violence in the
movie. Her soul shook.
As she struggled with her own
thoughts to find an answer, she
s:ud a "powerful voice" spoke to
her.
"\Ve need Black love." it said. It
was at this point that Ayo HandyClary. founderofBlackLoveDay,
made her contribution to healing
the wounds of violence.
Black Love Day, celebrated
today. is a "national commemorative holiday (holy-day) of observance. celebration, reconciliation.
atonement. forgiveness and
demonstration of love for and
within the Black community,"
Handy-Clary said.
Feb. 13th was chosen as the day
of celebration because it is the
spiritual day for transformation,
she said. During the 24 hours of
Black Love Day, one is to celebrate it in its five dimensions•· the
Creator. self. family, community
and race .
"When we are able to show love
with these five pillars, we are able
to re-connect with our whole self,•
Handy-Clary said.
The magnitude of Black Love
Day hit Handy-Clary most profoundly in 1994 when her 17-yearold son. Rashid Handy, was killed.
He was hit over the head with a
blunt weapon. Rashid suffered for
five days in a coma from swollen
brain tissue before dying.
This incident pushed HandyClary to call upon the world in
helping combat violence.
Her first step was an appeal on
WKYS-FM radio station to "stop
the violence and increase the
peace." After making this appeal
Handy-Clary was featured in The
Washi11gro11 Post and on WPGCFM radio station extending globally to Britain and Canada.
Handy-Clary was not seen in a
Hallmark gift shop stocking up on
balloons and chocolates. Instead.
she thought about how she wanted to spend her 24 hours of Black
Love Day. Coinciding with the
five pillars of Black Love Day,
Handy-Clary gave love to her creator. Although reading the Bible is
a part of her everyday routine, she
made a point, on this day, to study
more scriptures than usual.
Her second act of love is love of
self. She said people should write
a love note to themselves or pampering themselves more than
usual.
Love of family, the third pillar,
offers a person the opportunity to
re-connect with their family. as
Handy-Clary said she does with
her children on this day.
''[The family) pillar gives us the
chance to be mindful of the love
relationships within our fam ily,"
she said.
Love of community and race, the
last two pillars, reconnects
Handy-Clary with the African-

I

)

Photo by Belinda Vickerson

Ayo Handy-Clary is the
founder of Black Love Day.
American youth in her neighborhood that her children were raised
in, she said.
She also suggests that people
speak to their neighbors with
"extra acts of kindness• on this
day. And, m the spirit of ujaama,
Swahili for co-operative economics, spend money within Black
communities.
Handy-Clary makes it clear that
Black Love Day is different from
Valentine's Day. Black Love Day
is focused on the practical applications of love in all its forms and
fashions, she said.
Even the colors, purple for spirituality and white for purification,
focus on the convergence of Black
men and women toward positive
spirituality.
"lf we don't grow together spiritually, we wiJI lose our grip,"
Handy-Clary said.
But for those who enjoy giving
gifts, Handy-Clary suggests giving
a heritage gift or something that
incorporates the African culture.
"Give a gift that will add to our
development," she said.
Handy-Clary is writing a book
titled "Black Love Day: Transforming a Community Through
Love." Although she is unsure
when it will be released, she said
it will be released on a Black Love
Day.

Ayo Handy-Clary will be conducting a Black Love Relationship ceremony tonight at 7 p.m.
The precec/e11t of the ceremony
comes out of co111i1111i11g Africa11
ceremonies that relate. ro love, rituals, atonemem and the Africa11
American pledge to the synthesis
ofspirituals. The cere111011y will be
held at the Positive Energy
Empowermem Ce/lier 011 508 H
Street, N.E., Washington, D.C.

In the spirit of ujaama, here is a
listing of some area Black-owned
gift stores.
Yawa Books & Gifts
2206 18 St, N.W.
(202) 483-6805

Pyramid Books
2849 Georgia Ave .. N.W.
(202) 328-0190
Zawadi
1524 V St.. N.W.
(202) 232-2214

Artifactory
641 Indiana Ave., N.W.
(202) 393-2727
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No Glory For Rapper
MJG's Competition
By PHIL IP HENERY

Hilltop Sta.ff Writer
The South has, over the past few years, produced a
number of impressive and brilliant hip-hop
,groups that have created classic albums.
From Outkast and Good ie Mob to
Master P and Mystikal, the Southern
region of the United States has
accomplished more than bringing
something new and flavorful to
the table -- it went ahead and
extended the genre.
The South has its share
of new talen t to continue a tradition of conscious soul backed
by the banging,
bluesy rhythms
that can be
heard all over
M J G' s
debut

so Io

a l bum,
"No Glory."
A lthough not as
commercially known as
their LaFace-affiliated colleagues, Eightball and MJG have
known considerable s uccess with all
of their works. As a production team
under Suave House Records, they are starting to gain some recognition through various
remixes for artists like Rakim's "It's Been A Long
Time."
As a group, the artists portray a success story that tells
people to still have a positive outlook on life through
positive motions and words.
MJG digs deeper into this mentality and brings fonh
one of the most unexpectedly passionate albums ever
heard from the South. MJG has been doing his thing
for a while. As evident on ·'Shine and Recl ine." a wel-

corned duet with his partner Eightball, and "Hip Hop
Voodoo." MJG flexes skills unheard before.
The production on this album is excellent, de1ailed
work that is somewhat reminiscent of the Organized
Noize sound (Outkast, G. Mob, Society of Soul), but
nevertheless quality music that provides the perfect
platform for MJG's smooth and pens ive flow.
The album is focused on revea ling and accepting
responsibility for oneself and one's dreams. He exemplified his dedication to the rhyme in "Good
Damn Man" and the title track, which is very
inspiring.
Some may scream "contradiction!"
when they hear songs like
"Pimpin' Ain't Easy" and
"Black Mac Is Back,"
but s till can't deny
the raw flavor
of "Don't
Hold Back"
and the extrachill altitude of
"Slippin.•
This is an impressive
work 1ha1 showcases
one of the mos t inventive
and sincere talents in the
Sou1h who is not afraid of
displaying a posi ti ve or
enlightening message. MJG has
a comprehensive flow and uses it
well-every word is understood and
1101 coated in needless bravado or violence.
Its an album worth having, if you're
open to an honest mentality that does not
believe in playing up street violent a ng les to
grab your attention (MJG can do that anyway
with another a lbum with his partner).
The people should definitely feel the beats with
a possible radio hit in "That Girl.• "No More Glory"
is another proud chap1er in 1he South's growing anthology of hip-hop music. Let's hope we all have time to
enjoy the story while it's fresh.

Landscape Photography
Exhibit Comes To Life
By ZERLINE A. H UGHF.S

Pulse Editor
Photography is more than just a
disposable camera snapshot left at
the drugstore 10 return in an hour.
It is about waiting for the sun to
rise in subfreezing temperatures
until a perfect image fills the camera lens.
It is about visualizing an image in
the mi nd and making tech nica l
adj ustments before capturing the
image with the push of a linger.
That is what makes Ansel Adams
( 1902- 1984) the maestro of photography and one of America's
most admired artists of the 20th
century.
"Ansel Adams, A Legacy: Masterworks from the Friends of Photography Collection" is an engrossing exh ibit of 11 5 photographs
which span the career of Adams.
Famous for his flawless images of
the West's forests, deserts and
beaches, the Adams exhibit treats
exhibitors that arc used 10 the loud
sounds and activity of the bustling
city to a mental and visual vacaiion.
A s ignature piece in the exhibit is
"The Tetons and the Snake River,
Grand Teton National Park, Wyo."
Clearly depict ing nature at its
best, Adams secures every shade
between black and white with compe lling contrast. He catches the
e no rm ity of th e backgrou nd's
mountains dashed with snow and
the longev ity of Snake River with
his o mnisc ic nl placement of the
camera. Giving the viewer more
than an eyeful of the park, lhe photograph gives a sense of depth and
profundity of the scene.
Adams' portfolio however, does
not consist of panoramic landscape
artistry alone. He addi1ionally, and
mas te rfull y experimented wil h
close-ups depicting veins of leaves
and gnarled roots of sequoias. He
ca ptured abstrac li o ns find in g
s ha pes and unfamil iar patterns
within nature.
• Also included in this well -rounded exhibit is social docu mentary
portraiture (famjliar to Depressionera portrails) and contrived subj ects-staged or planned.
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Jungle music recording artist s Roni Size and Reprazent make their U.S. debut.

I

Jungle Music Reaches
Beyond Primitive Deptb
By CYNARA RO III NSON

Hilltop Staff Writer
The jungle is no longer a dark.
mysterious place where many dare
not venture.
Today's jungle is where everyone
wants to be, or should want to be.
For those who are not familiar with
thi s jungle, it is a genre of music
1hat stemmed from the wave of hip
hop that hit the United Kingdom in
the I980s built around a frenetic
drum paucrn with added bass
Jungle music mixes all types of
music over especially fast drum
beats - faster than go-go.
Thou g h jungle isn't as main
stream as the music it integrates
within its sound, it can be heard in
nationwide commercials such as
Pepsi and Levis. most just don't
recognize it yet.
This panicular rype of music has
taken on man} new forms and h,Ls
been innovated by the likes of
Goldie, Fabio and Shy FX.
Roni Size has teamed with DJ
Die, DJ Suv. DJ Krust, vocal ist
Onallee and MC Dynamite to create RepraLent. Together this sextet
produced the double CD. "Newfonns,'' which goes beyond only

electronica.
"'I use deejaying as a means of
educating people about the music,"
Si.le said in URB 'Ultra · A1aga:_ine.

URB 'Ultra' Maga:.i11e named
Roni Size and Repra✓ent the •'first
drum and bass super group:·
Jungle fans will love this fresh
addition. Roni Size and Repra.lcnt
shape new digital forms of drum
and bass and mold into it hip hop,
soul, jau and trance.
The lir..t track "Railing" stans off
the lirs1 CD with a smooth drum
beat and moderate bass.
MC Dynamite graces the mic with
lyrics crafted to get the audience
pumped as he asks the queMion,
··Do you think that you can hold on
when the beat gets too strong?"
The cohesion between the beats
and the lyrics leaves an ex treme
effcc1as the genei.b of the album ·s
ma\tcrpiccc.
"Brown Paper Bag·· illustrates the
first sign of jau on the album with
a soft guitar in the beginning over
a drum beat. The beat'> build up and
break hard after a s low ba\'> solo.
In "'Ncwforms," h.:ncc the title of
the album. Si,e utili✓es the gif1cd
aptitudes of hip-hop artist Bahamadia, who enlightens the song lyri-

cally O\'er drum bacl
lyrics display and ct
''Newforms·· that Rcr
Rcpra1.ent exhibit t1uo.
album.
"'Hot Stuff," a trackfr:ond CD starts off 11ilh 1
beat 0\'Cr what souc.
sound of a rainforest
The song s lows and
into a trance-like toot
horn that wiII make 1
you arc in flight. Mot.
beats add a lini,hmgk
"Ballet Dance," n ,
jazzy tone 0\'er fas1 dru:this song. it almo)I j(
there is the influen,1
Davis· "Bitches Bre,.
this "'Ballet Dance" gnt!I
melodic tone.
Roni Si/c and Reir..
tru Iy pro,·en t_o be gre.a
the jungle movemenL
innova1ive levels unl.n
This album incorrsounds of four DJs,.~
an MC. with the slemba 1
from Roni Sile, 11ho
cessfu l efforts lead, tt
01hcr artist, to follo11
steps.

Newseum Provides View
Of Past, Present, Future
Of Mass Communication
,J
By C LARF.NCF Jtll.JF.N

H ii/top Sta.ff \Vrita

Photo by Ansel Adams

More than 11 5 photographs spanning the life of Ansel Adams
are on exhibit at t he Smithsonian's National Museum of American Art.
"A contrived subject docs not suggest anything que s tionable;·
Adan1s once said, as opposed 10 an
element in its natural e nvironment,
man ipulated only by nature's
hands.
A stand -ou1 portrait included in
the exhibit is "Robert Boardmen
Howard, San Francisco, Calif.,"
taken in 1960.
Uti lizing his abstract creativity,
Adams managed to capture the
image of Howard within a gcomelric shard of a mirror. Interrupting
the image, wire lay atop the glass
adding a new dimension to the art
form of photography.
Dedicated to preserving wildlife,
muc h of Adams photographic
efforts were an attempt 10 keep
nature a live. forever. During his
career, he sold many of hi s original

pieces to raise money to preserve
and develop s hrines like Castle
Rock State Park in Saratoga, Calif.
Adams' photographs are timeless.
It seems as though they were shot,
developed and printed less than a
month ago. and not as many as 70
years ago, considering the ageless
subject matter and crisp printing
quality.
Though his collection is solely
black and white photography, hues
of blacks and grays e ntice and tease
the viewer to jump into the picture
to get a tas te of pure serenity.
The exhibit is currently on view at
The National Museum of American
Art 1hrough March. See Weeke11d
Beat (Page 83) for more information.

]

The day society collectively documents information
to educate our anceMors is here.
The answers to questions about reponcrs in World
War II and many more arc found at the Newseum/Freedom Forum Building, where people can enter 1he
interactive world of mass communications.
The Newseum, located in Arlington Va., i~ the firM
interactive musi:um of news in lhe world. Since its
inception on April 18, I997, the museum has attracted large audiences.
"Ncwseum averages 2,000 visitors daily," said Anne
Reuscher, media director. "Newsemn plans to offer
prospective visitors special programs in February such
as a multimedia exhibit featuring a special video program celebrating the 150th anniversary of the Associated Press. presentations about the Hispanic and Black
Press, and a debate on Martin Luthe r King and the First
Amendment regardmg whether the Kmg family or the
public owns the rights to the ' I Have a Dream Speech."'
T hrough 1he use of satellites. computers, television
sets, radios, photographs, magazines and newspapers,
Newseum is able to provide its visitors with a behindthe-sce nes look at how and why news is made.
The 72,000 square-foot, three- level museum is funded by the Freedom Forum, which is an international
foundation that devotes research, on-line services,
educationa l activities and partners hips toward the
advancement of free press and free speech.
Reuschcr said a few established members of the
communications field shared a hand in bui lding this
mul ti-mi llion dollar project.
"A lot of people were res pons ible for creating the
Newscum. Allen Neuharth, founder of the F reedom
Forum, came up with the concept for a news museum,"
Reuscher said.

Orhers in\'olvcd with the hu1lding\
Charles L. Overby, chairman and chief e1«11
cer of the Freedom Forum who worked 16
reporter and editor with Gannett Co. andk,
cxeeuti\'C director and senior , icc-pl"C)1
Newseum who worked 14 years as n ~en111
for USA Today o n TV and as the ne11,I\,
aging edi to r of the Life section.
Inside the Newscum, visitors cncoun1~1
exciting features. On permanent exhibit•
news slogans from T/11 Nt·11• >ini Times..~•
11al, Pi11.,b11~h PoAt-Ga::.t•tte and The J,
Pres.d n Tennessee.
The News Hisiory Gallery posts the grelll!i
ries since the inception of the printing JW>
putcr stations, intcracuve newsrooms andl:ct:
dios. Visitors can attain an undcn.tandia;
communications by editing an nrticlr, 111,
famous reporter or broadcasting of an hi,
event.
There is also .1 memorial, Freedom P;ut
ors pioneers like Horace Greely, Ida B. \\~lb
Gordon Bennett for their excellence in}
while honoring reporters Elijah Love aoiL.
who died while ~overing newswonh) el'en:'
As the 21st century approaches. socie1yccr'
reach its di fferent cultures through ,'llriOlll
of mass communications. To prepare fort;,
of information. Reu schcr said 1he Ne111tl'..'
use other mediums to make commumti,11
interactive.
"We're working on Museum USA for 191
there are Lmveling buses and trucks that 11~
information to our visitors abou1 the Ill:
throughout the world," she said. "With O'
Newseum, people wi ll appreciate 1he vallll
information and understand not only 11hlll~
their community, but what b happening in~
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Arts, Entertai111nent, Nightlife
In The District, aryland,Virginia
,ffformances
tXational Theatre provides free play pe,formances for mature
3nce~ every Monday thro ug h Ap,il 16 (excluding Feb. I 6).
x~ing plays includ~ "I of the Storm," "T he O ld Landmark! "
: Delicious Hunger." Fo r s how times or more information,
1202) 783-3372. The Na tio nal Theatre is located at 132 1
.,.)ylmnia Ave., N.W.
·

:.rik Ibsen's "Peer Gynt." directed by M ichael Kahn. runs
-agh March at The Shakespeare Thea tre. The e pic play unrav~1er six decades in the title characte r's quest for self-discovAII evening perfo rma nces begin at 7 :30 p.m. a nd weekend
nee~ at 1:30 p.m. Ticke t prices range from $ I7 to $43. For
. 10fom1ation or ticke ts call (202) 393-2700. The theate r is
iJ at 450 Seventh St., N \.V.

J!d University alumnus, To m Wo rkma n, now of Sunship
· ~u,1ions presents, "Histo ry, My S to ry," a pe rforma nce/play
"Iii Black hbtory. T he play runs every Friday a nd S aturday
1 iGfh February at IO p.m. at the DC/AC T heate r. Admissio n is
' · i:o.-more infonnation. call (20 2) 832-4990. The theate r is
•tdinAdams Morgan at 1836 18th S t..N.W.
I

Place features Natural Elements, the m ultic ultural hip-ho p
the stage perform ing tomon-ow a t 8 p.m. a nd
.ila) at 4 p.m. Stude nt ad m issio n is $ 10 and gene ral admissio n
I ll!forboth -.hows. S unday's performance is free fo r c hildre n.
· 111eek, the Coyaba Folklo ric Dance Ensemble will perform
lon, of the Mandinque c ulture. Fo r more infonna tio n, call
. 269-1600. Dance Place is located at 322.'5 Eighth St.. NE.
, .1'(

:\111) ignites

; f:d_,raung it, 20 th a nnive r-.ary season, The S tudio Theate r is
it,111ng Pul11zcr Pri7e winne r Aug ust Wilson's follo w-up to
1
Twn, Running," the acclaimed "Seve n G uita rs." The p lay
.,Sunday. For ticke t a nd show time info rmation, call (202)
;-i300. The Studio Theate r is located at 1333 P St. N.W.
Kmnedy Center offers free performa nces daily o n its Milum Stage at 6 p.m. Thro ug hout Februa ry the s tage will fea-!Jle days." includ ing Virginia's Alexandria Royal Fyfes,
=& Trumpets and Eagle Voices. Monday. Fe b. I 6: New Jer!dlist and pianist \Vayne Smith on Wednesday Feb. 18; and
York singer Gcnelle Barksdale, Thursday Feb. 19. No tickr nrequired. For a lis t of updated pe rfo rma nces, call (202)
·4i00_ The Kennedy Center is located at 2600 F St.. N.W.

.JJllgirls" is playing at the Ke nnedy Center's Ope ra Ho use.
. t;ne-filled tale of a 1960s girl g ro up clawing their way to the
.ruures six Howard Univers ity alumnae. The musical runs
,,-h Sunday. For more information, call (202) 467-4600. The
.;.;rdy Center is located at 2600 F St.. N. W.
. Hi panico perform.., tonig ht a nd to morrow at 8 p.m. at
;e1own's Lbner Auditorium. Featured o n the program arc
~orb by Spanish c horeographe r Maria Rovira a nd Broadchoreographer Ann Reinking. A pre-pe rformance discustill begin at 7 p.m. Tickets for Balle t Hjs panico are $22 and
• For more information, call (202) 833-9800. Lis ne r Auditorilocated on Georgetown's campus at 730 2 1s t St., N. W.

J

u-. Hodgson Burne tt's "The Secret Garde n" is playing at the
td) Center\ Theate r Lab to night at 7 p.m. and tomorrow
I Sunda1 at I p.m. Ticke ts arc $ I 0. For more information. call
.•-167-4600. The Ke nnedy Ce nte r is located at 2600 F St.,

!

r

"lllionally renowned dancer Kofti Koko with Zab Ma boun..nd Compagnie Da nse Nyata Nyaya pe rform at the Ke nnedy
·er\ Terrace Theate r to nig ht and to morrow at 7 :30 p.m. TickT?S!5. For more info rmatio n. call (20 2) 467-4600. T he
cl} Center is located al 2600 F St.. N.W.

r
I'

5

.ir Madness.' the record-breaking comedy whodunit that lets
.Jd1ence play armchair detective is c urre ntly running at the
~y Center's Theate r La b. Sunday-Thursday shows are $25
Friday and Saturday shows a re $29. Fo r mo re information.
:O}) 467-➔600. T he Ke nnedy Cente r is located at 2600 F
'>I\'.

a

s ·. Song and Dance Compan y of Mozambique wiII showcase
itmporary and tradi tio nal style of 111us ic and dance at the
:nedy Center's Eisenhowe r Theate r Fe b. 23 and 24. Fo r more
s '111\ation. call (202) 467-4600. The Kennedy Ce nter is located
JX) PSt.. N.\V.
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tCorcoran Gallery of An will present a s lide talk abo ut
l.l.'lning exhibition, "Rhapsodies in Black: Art' of the Harle m
<11sancc" Satu rday Fe b. 2 1 at 9:30 a.m. The exhibition will
,1!1April 11 . Admissio n is free. but registratio n is required. To
. iteror for more info rmation. call (202) 639- l 727 or 639·,JThe Corcoran i~ located at 17th St. and Ne w York Ave.,
\

"Speak to My Heart" is exhibited at the Center for African American History and C ultu re, through artifacts, photographs, documents and recordings tracing the history of African American
congregations in the rural South and urban centers nationwide.
The exhibit is showing in the South Gallery of the Arts and
Industries Building. Admission is free. For more information,
call (202) 357-2627. The museum is located at 900 Jefferson Dr.,
S.W.
"Sports in Art," an exhibit coinciding with the opening of the
MCI Ce nter, runs through March 5. Celebrating sports as envisio ned by a variety of painters, sculptors and photographers, the
works exhibited include those by artists Paul Cadmus, Harold
Edgerton, William H. Johnson and Man Ray. The exhibit is located at the National Museum of American Art. For more information. call (202) 357-2627. Admission is free. The museum is
located at Eighth and G Mreets, N.\V.
The Freer Gallery of Art is displaying the exhibit "In the Mountains," 26 Chinese landscape paintings utilizing album leaves,
hand scrolls and fans through August. For more information. call
(202) 357-2627. Admission is free. The museum is located on
Jefferson Dr. and 12th St., S. W.
"With These Hands: African Men and the Quilting Tradition"
runs through Ma rch at the Anacostia Museum. Twe nty-five quilts
made by African-American men from across the country will be
o n display. This exhjbit marks the reopeni ng of the museum.
Admission is free. The museum is located at 190 I Fort Pl., S.E.
Photo courtesy of Ada M. Babino

The National Building Museum exhibits "Planning Washington's
Monumental Core: L'Enfant to Legacy" through June and "Civic
Lesso ns: Recent New York Public Architecture" through May.
For more information, call (202) 272-3603. Admission is free.
The museum is located at 40 I F St., N. W.

S howtime Network's 1998 Black Filmmakers' Showcase

"Ansel Ada ms. A Legacy." is a photography exhibit now at the
Natio nal Museum of American Art. T his exhibit focuses on one
of the best known Ame rican landscape photog raphers and I 15
prints. It will run through March 29. For more information, call
(202) 357-2627. Admission is free. The museum is located at
Eighth and G streets. N.\V.
.

Book Signings/Readings
Stanley Crouc h. author of "Always in Pursuit." a collection of
essays o n the sublime and ridic ulous in contemporary American
culture. will be at Ve rtigo Books tonight at 6 p.m. Danzy Senna,
autho r of "Caucasia." a book about two daughters of a Black
fathe r and white mother in 1970s Boston tomorrow.. Feb. 14 at I
p.m.
George Fraser. author of "Race for Success." a how-to book for
Black businesses will sig n books :r-.tonday. Feb. 16 at 6 p.m.
Meri Nana-Arna Danquab, author of "Willow Weep for Me," the
first book to focus on Black women and depression. will sign
copies of the book Tuesday. Feb. 17 at 6 p.m. Lucinda Roy,
author of first novel, "Lady Moses," about a biracial woman
struggling to reconcile her difficult childhood, will sign books
Thursday. Feb. 9 at 6 p.m. For more infonnation, call Vertigo
Books at (20 2) 429-9272. Ve rtigo Books is located at 1337 Connectic ut Ave., N.W.

Concerts
Sears presents "Power 98," a concert series starring Hezekiah
Walker, Fred Ha mmond, Dottie Peoples, Vickie Winans, The
Willa ms Brothers, Marvin Sapp and the Men of Standard at Constitutio n Hall. Performing Saturday. Feb. 21 at 3 p.m. and 8 p.m.,
seats for the first show are reserved at $25.50. The second show
is $ 28.50. Ticke ts are available at all TICKETMASTER outlets
including all Hec ht Company stores, Kemp Mill Music stores,
Cramton Auditorium and Tower Records. To charge by phone,
call 432-SEAT. Constitution Hall is located at 1776 D St., N. W.

,

Photo courtesy of Bruce Laurance

Ballet Hispa nlco's Yael Levitin and Pedro Ruiz strike a pose. They
perform tonight and tomorrow at Lls ner Audito rium.

Steve Harvey a nd Michael Colyar will perform their comedy routines at Constitution Hall Feb. 27 at 8 p.m. Popular response bas
prompted a second show at 11 p.m. Admjssion is $35. Tickets are
available at all TICKETMASTER outlets incl uding all Hecht
Company stores. Kemp Mill Mus ic stores, Cramton Auditorium
and Tower Records. To charge by phone, call 432-SEAT. Constitutio n Hall is located at 1776 D St., N.W.
Maze featuri ng Frankie Beverly and T he O'Jays will perform a
"Valentine Weekend Spectacular" Friday Feb. 13 and Saturday
Feb. 14 at Constitutio n Hall. Friday tickets will be $46 and $5 1
on Saturday. Tickets go on sale today at all TICKETMASTER
outlets. Call (202) 432-SEAT. Consti tution Hall is located at
1776 D St., N.W.

Movie Screenings
In honor of Black History Month, the National Museum of
American Art will screen "Uncommon Beauty in Common
Objects" which looks at contemporary African-American crafts.
Admission is free. For more information, call (202) 357-2627.
T he museum is located at Eighth a nd G streets, N.W.

\ ~tur,eum of African American An is currently exhibiting "A
;;ralof Hi~tory: A Carved Tus k fro m the Loango Coast,
go' through April. The West Central African relic dates from
-tmid-10-latc 1800s and is featured in the Point of View
1ery. For more information, call (202) 357-26 27. Admission is
!t,The museum is located at 950 inde pe nde nce Ave., S.W.

"Middle Passage-N-Roots" will re-ai r Monday at midnight on

Photo by James VanDerZee

"Middle Passage-N-Roots," written, directed and produced by ·
Howard alumnus Ada M. Bobino, will re-air Monday, Feb. 16 on
Showtime at 12 midnight. The fi lm, which is a winner in the
Showtime Network's 19988 Black Filmmaker competition, is a
docu-drama about black hair.

A preview s lide s how focusing on the Ha rlem Re naissance era

ta kes place next weekend at the Corcoran Gallery of Art.
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I One 1r Medium Pi11:a

Joseph's Hair/Nail Salon
r----------------------,

r---------------------,
I

Touch-up and Style
$5.00 off
With Coupon
Original price $40.00
Special price $35.00 I
I

Wrap &Curl
$5.00 OFF
with this coupon
Original price $30.00
Special price $25.00

I

I

L----------------------J

L---------------------J
r-------------------------,I

Spiral Curls
I
I
$5.00 OFF
With this coupon :I
Original price $35.00 !
I
Special price $30.00 :I

for a limited time :I
L___ _________ ______ ___ J

i

I

I

: Full Set- S19.00 Air brush or hand painted designs included
: Fill in- S13.00 Airbrushor hand painted designs included
lI Eyebrows waxing- $6.00
: Pedicure & Manicure- $20.00 Airorush or hand painted designs included

:
:
:
I
:

L---------------------------------------------------J

Across from Howard U. School of Business
2620 Georgia Avenue, N.W.Washington, D.C.
20001 (202) 319-7086
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ATTENTION STUDENTS!

'

(fflilE A~PECIAL WOMAN IN YOUR CHURCH, ORYOUR

.

~ll~WNITY\VHOHAS SHOWN EXCEPTIONAL LEADERSHIP

f.!Uil~?

i W~O,HERE IS YOURCHANCE TO NOMINATE THAT SPECIAL WOMAN
fOO~COMMUNITY FOR THE l~~~ NATIONAL COUNCIL OFNEGRO
~II~ (NCNW) TRIBUTE TO BLACK WOMEN COMMUNITY
rm[~ PROGRAM. THE PROGRAM IS SPONSORED BY AUNT JEMIMA
I~~~~.

APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE FOR THE FOLLOWING
POSITIONS FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR l~~~-1~~~:

I

.

HILLTOP EDITOR,IN,CHIEF
HILLTOP BUSINESS MANAGER
I

,1·m1~~W
llL BE HONOREDFROM SEVEN STATES (GEORGIA, LOUISIANA,
t~~~IA,rENNSYLYANIA, ILLINOIS,TEXAS,ANDNEW YORK).

**STUDENTMUST BE ENROLLED FULL,TIME ANDHAVE AT LEAST
Al.~ CUMULATIVE GPA.

~ij~f~RTHERINQUIRIES AND QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS,
~t~~~ ~ICK,UP THE APPLICATION INTHE OFFICE OF STUDENT

**FOR FURTHER INQUIRIES AND QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS,

Jltlrl~,BLACKBURN CENTER, R~I. 11~.

PLEA~E PICK-UP THE APPLICATIONINTHE OFFICE OF ~TUDENT
ACTIVITIE~, BLACKBURN CENTER, RM11~.

WlL™E IS MARCH 14, 199~
l]URKED ~O LATER THANTHE ABOVE DEADLINE

DEADLINE IS FEBRUARY lJ,199~
*BY THECLO~E OF THE BU~INE~~ DAY,~:ijijP~I
.

.

1~~TIONSTUDENTS!

ATTENTION ~TUDENT~!

·,urATIONS ARE AVAILABLE FOR THE FOLLOWING
jlfION FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR 199~·1999:

APPLI CATION~ ARE AVAILABLE fOR THEFOLLO\~ING

~0MECOMING TREASURER
1[~[NT MUST BE ENROLLED FULL-TIME AND HAVE AT LEAST
:)rijMULATIVE GPA.

I•

PO~ITION FOR THE ~CHOOL YEAR l~~~-1~~~:

•

Bl~ON EDITOR-IN,CHIEF
**~TUDENT MU~T ~E ENROLLED fULL,TIME ANDHAVE AT LEA~T

Al~ CUMULATIVE GPA.

INQUIRIES AND QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS,
~\~f ~ICK·UPTHE APPLICATION IN THE OFFICE OF STUDENT
ffi~lflE~, BLACKBURN CENTER, RM, 116,
,i}i fijRTHER

I•

**FOR FURTHER IN~UIRIE~ ANDijUALIFICATIONRE~UIREMENT~,
PLEA~E PICK,UP THEAPfLICATIONINTHEOFFICEOF ~TUDENT
ACTIVITIE~, BLACKBURNCENTER, RMllo,

IIDLINE ffi EXTENDED THROUGH

~~~UARYB, 199~
if

i~ECLOSE OF THE BUSINESS DAY, ~:ijijPM

DEADL™E ffi fEBRUARY?J, l~~~
*BY THE CLO~E Of THE BU~INE~~DAY, ~:ijijPM

I•
I•

.
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HILLTOPICS
All HJLLTOPICS arc due, paid in
full, the Monday before publication. Announcements by campus
organizations for meetings, seminars or non-profit events are free
for IO words or less and $ 1 for
every additional five words. Campus announcements for profit are
charged as individuals. Individuals advertising for the purpose of
announcing a service, buying or
selling are charged $5 for the first
20 words and $1 for every additional five words. Local companies
are charged $10 for lhe first 20
words and $2 for every five words
thereafter. Personal ads are $2 for
the first IO words and $ 1 for every
additional five words. Color Hilltopics are an additional $2.
ANNOONCEMEN'l'S

~ ~, MtJ~j,,

C \PT d'\ D 'i C(bfl--:C ~ 14,%
SOL THERN Pl \Yf·RS RI l ,ION
NO Ll~11T SOLDIERS
\1arch 14, 199~
SOUTHERN PLAYER'S REU"'IJON
THE HU Woman', l\ctwn Coalition
General ~[eelini;. JOm u.__ 10 a dis\\ hnl \ uu I ><,I, Kuti\ \hu r 1 he
cussion of Words of Fire 10 AntholoIJ rl) Soutll
gy of African American Femim~t
"iOl Tl! R 1•1 \1 f . ._
Thought Tues'/hy M
r 17. 1998
Rl<, l fO"i 3
8
Bl.,clrbur Rm 14~ . t "'pm
N◊ON OAY PRAYER. EVERY
Donate BlooJ TODAY!!!
WED. AND FRI. 12PM- IPM.
with the brothers of
ANDREW RANK.IN MEMORIAL
Omega Psi Plu Fraternity Inc..,
CHAPEL
Alpha Chapter Blackburn CenterAlto DJs ; 'WHBC Is looklni: for
Readin1t Room 10:00am-4:00pm
you
Interest Meeting, Feb 9 at
Do 'Jou Ha,c Wb I h Takes To
6:30 pm
Make Ht: L. !1?
Have you bad a sexual encounter
Tr)out For
that felt unwanted or abusive either
The Opening Act Of ·Toe
in childhood or more recent times?
1998 Spring Black Arts Festival
Come join n group to talk about your
ComedySho "
experience and heal. Call Dr.
Wednc d y and Thursda). Febru:.r
Reynold, or Dr. Henly at 806-6870
18&19, 1998 m Locke Hall Room
Looking for a GAY student organi105 from 6-9PM Sign up m ROO~I
zation'? Join "OXALA."
108& 110 of the Blad Ccr, c:r
202.484.7815.
(l'GS.\).
OBIQOl'I' Y s 'i'ILL ACCEP'i'lNG
Ep1scopaVAnglican Mirustry Holy
APPLICATIONS CALL 202-939Eucharist/Bible Study every Weclnes0310 OR 202-865-9929 BY 2/9/98
day @ noon College of MedJcinc
All Inclusive- Spnng Break Cancun EpiscopaVAnghcan Mmistry Abso7 nights, 8 Days. From S538p.p.
lam Jones Student Association meets
Cape May Jazz Fest. 4- 12-98. From
Tuesday (.iii 6:30pm Carnegie Ser$ 188p.p Call (301) 934-5489
vice/ Euchari~t Sunday 9:00 am in
'Ibelma McDonald# 301 .924.5489
Carn~ie Cha'k:I
JAZZFEST Cnpemay, NJ April 17IF YOO o N I A!r, !'HEY
19 1998 from S188p.p
WONT LISTEN. GENERAL
#l Sprmg Brealc"*Oon't Gel
ASSEMBLY ELECTIONS COMBurned** Sunsplash! THE RELIMITTEE.
ABLE SPRING BREAK CO. 12
SPEAK-NOW, SPEAK-LOOo,
YEARS EXP.!! LOWEST PRICESSPEAK-OUT. ELECTIONS 1998
fr:$89 FREE Trips, PartiesvOLONIEERS NEEDED!
Drioks&Food!! Jamaica, Cancun,
ELECTIONS VOLUNTEERS AND
Florida, padre, & more. 1-800-426POLLWORKERS NEEDED. COME
7710. www.sunsplashtours.com
TO RM. 109 IN Blackburn. Call
Natural Half showcase need makeDana @806-5426
up artists. Call 202-466-1655
Sales- Persons to 01str1bute Flyers
Natural Hau: Showcase need modFlexible Hours. Good Pay (202)
ern dancers. Cal l 202-466- 1655.Thll
33 1-8372 or (202) 898- 1122 The
her you love her with candy then
Bikini Shop
· prove it 10 her with a condom.
I m 5 students voted last year.
"Latex Love 98" by The Gentlemen
Were you the !or one of the other 4.
of Drew Social Club Valentines
Ccv'
} 1 l, 110,1 ht
Week in Blackburn.
1
r,er,, n ) le 1\t ,>L "ith n
It's commg.... It's conung .
evcrla\Ung Come to RcJoyce in
Fri. 13th will never be the same.
Jesus Campus Fellow,hip. Thurs.•
Lookout for the free Valentine's Day
day, in the Blackbm ~ Center
Auction
Blackburn Reading Rm
Rm 1-IH/l ~O (i r rn
7:00 pm TODAY!
Melba Moore 1s bnck!!! ! March JI ,
\\ hut \ ou t ools hnow \hout l h..1998
Dirl) South
KEEPl:"iG JI RI '\l !·OR YOUR
SOl Tlll·.R~ Pl.A\ FR S
VALENTINE?
Our
RJ<' l ,10~ .1/1 4/%
VALENTINE NIGHT BASKhl'S
Attention S1udnen1s m the School
mcludes Alm: R.:d P smn, Remy,
of Education and Students in the
VSOP, "-.1011~ Y1ct ria s Sct.:.rd
College of Arts and Sciences five1reat I ccn • ,mdel ml more
year M.Ed. program. The Education
"02 54-1 I (i
11 l'\OWI
Student Council will be distributing
WLlllll\ R1
applications and scheduling interSTOP RUNNING
views for those aspirants wishing 10
from life\ problem, and face them
run for Executive positions on the
with THE ONE who 1s greater than
Student Counci I ronhe 1998-99
all your problem,. Come to
school year. Applications can be
REJOYCEin
obtained in the School of Education
Jesus Campu Fellow~hip e~ery
Rm 134. For more information call
Thursday at 7:30pm m Blackburn in
806-6016.
room 148/!SO
.God wanh you to know Him pl'r•
Red Bean Ai oae·1
N◊ONOAY PRAY R, EVERY
sonally! He Io~es you with an el rWED AND FRI 12PM-IPM
lasting love. Come to ReJ OY ce in
ANDREW RANKJN MEMORIAL
J esus Campus Fellowship Thurs.
CHAPEL.
in Blackburn Center Rm. 148/150
al 7:30pm
1,1\J 11 !\()Y. • \ V I IJOV.. '
It's Going to be Off lhe Hook at
II
P 1
" ii '
I,
the SOUTHERN PLAYER'S
Natural Hair Showcase w/ UB IQREUNION 3/14/98
Attenuon all comedians!!! Tryouts
UITY need mal e /female models call
for the opening act of the 1998
202.466. 1655.
Black Spring Arts Festival Comedy
Get Ready for the Spring Step
Show will be held on Feb. I8 and 19
Show!
from 6-9pm in Locke Rm. 105
Natural Hair Showcase Model Call
minute act prepared for tryouts.
1/3 1 12-3pm Blackburn Reading
Sign-ups are in Rm. 108 and I 10 of
Room.
the Blackburn Center (UGSA
ASHFORD AND SIMPSON will
offices)
be signing autographs today at 2pm.
LO$'!' SHEEP call Jaquetha Jacksoll
"BIITERSWEET'
if found at 202.865. 1236
A Cl.LEBRATION
OGsA SPRING BLACK AR'i'S
OF BLACK LOVE FRIDAY. 2/13
FESTIVAL PRESENTS .. . ''IT
BLACKBURN 10PM
AIN'T EASY BErNG ME" POETRY
FULL BUFFETT. MUSIC BY DJ
SHOW TRY-OUTS FEB 18TH &
TRINI
19TII BLACKBURN READING
DO YOU l'El,L PRESSED 1 0
RM. 7-9:30PM LYRICISTS ARE
FIND A DATE?
WELCOME
Brandi Forte &
DO YOU FEEL l'RESSED TO GET
Shatikwa Brown Coordinators.
NEW GEAR?
SPRING BREAK- CANCUN ANO
DON'T BE! JUST COME PARTY
NASSAU FROM $399 Air, Hotel,
TONITE AT IOPM IN' BLACKTransfers, Parties and More! OrgaBURN
nize small group-earn FREE trips
'i'HE ONDERGRADOA'l'E S'I 0 plus commissions! Call 1-800-Spring
DENT ASSEMBLY PRESENTS
Break 1-800-777-4642.
SALUTE BLACK ACHEIVERS
HUSA Presents: A Homecoming
LUNCHEON SUNDAY FEBRU@the Mecca-feat uring Kwame Tore
ARY 22
BLACKBURN
formerly known as STOKELY
BALLROOM
CARMICH AEL 7pm Rankin
MELBA MOORE IS BACK!!!!
Chapel, Tuesday Feb. 17th.
LGSA
INVIT{:S EVF.RYOi~E OUT TO
"BITTERSWEE'I"' IN CELEBRATION OF BLACK LOVE DAY FRIDAY FEB l'l IOP.M BLACKBURN'
BALLROOM S5
The Brothers of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity Inc. Alpha Chapter,
would like to thank all of the volunteers who participated in the WE
0

NEF.D OUR PEOPLE PROGRAM.
thank you for uplifting the
community.
The Di, t.i1Jguished Brothers of
KAPPA ALPHA Psi Fraternity, Inc.
(Theta Tau Chapter), the graduate
and profcs,ional school chapter. arc
having an lnformntional Mcetmg Oil
Tuesday February 17th at 6:30pm in
Room 318 of the School of Bus1ne,,. Jackel and Tie are required!
Have you seen us'/
Ch ~I( "'ith Sllcks !!
Join
us. HU women's Varsity Lacrosse.
Call Coach P@ 703.8 15. 1634.

Wrappin'Heads by Fati

-

student Special Tues-Fri

SERVICES
Jam dis Web site ... Wann abe
modles, this is your site. This site
calls on department stores to visit
here to view you ! Our motto:
Decency First. Nuff said. Go to
your computer and check
Netscape or Explorer... and
cllck... Fashion-Iine, oops! Web
address:
http://www.spacelab.net/"goldberg
The page looks better in Explorer
email address: goldberg@spaceIab.net
You get $ 10
for every who comes with us.
Seillesigners and Dancers needed
for Natural Hair Showcase. Please
call (202) 466-1655.
Who ate all the Hog Mogs?
Havmg Computer Problcmi.7 Need
advice on buying a computer or
up~rading? Cllll 301-853-6905 for a .' ,,
fre.: consultation!!!
Resumes, Resumes, Resumes.
Cover Letter.
Special Includes: 10 copies, writing/layout assistance Free disk storage. Call The Copywriters Group
(202) 336-2372.
S1500 WEEKLY P◊'I EN l'IAL
MAILING OUR CIRCULARS. NO
experience required free information
packet. 202.452.5940
S'i'ODEN'IS: s pecial discount for
On/Off site computer rentals. OnSite ISDN Internet Access at S8 per
hour (wnD), E-mail accounts also
avai lable. Visit Barrow Enterprises,
1605 Connecticut Avenue, 202-4830798.
Be your own boss! Onlnrnted
income potential marketing a ,ervice
everyone needs and can afford! Low
start-up costs. Call today! Pre-Paid
Legal Independent Associate, 202865-9575.
VCR Services, Free estimates,
pickup & delivery, San1e day service. Labor and parts under $45.
Call John at 234-0840 DC
Resumes, cover letters, commoll
sense job search advice-- affordable,
confidential and quick. Call Resume ,,
Advisor at Barrow Enterprises. 202483-0798

TO

Full Bonded Weaves
for only $70
sewn in Weave for $100
$35 Retouch Special
(open on Sundays)
C
Shampoo, Wrap & Curl ... $25.00 EI
H air Cuts ... $10.00 & up
D'
H air Color ... $15.00 & up
G
Straw 1\vist ... Prices Vary
A
Professional Natural Hair Stylist
Professional Weaves/Braids...
u
p ress and Curl ... $35.00
M
Braid R emoval Services ... Prices vary 8
Press & Curl ... $35.00
s
Pedicure & Manicure ... $25.00
c
Full Set .. $25.00
~
Fill-ins ... $15.00 e~·gns ·ncluded
Open early and late 7 days per week for your cue
nience. We use the highest quality products: Ntq:·
&Paul Mitchell, Motions, Mizani.
j
We accept ATM and all major credit cardi
Convenient location across from Howard Unhr 1
Certified Hair Colorist

2632 Georgia Avenue NW
Washington, D.C.
(202) 986-3767

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
EUROPE - SUMMER'98
NORTHEAST DEP'S -$329 R/T

CARRlB/MEXIC0-#199 R/T
FLORl DA -$79 0/W
PUERTO RICO -$99 0/W
CALL 800-326-2009
hup://www.airhitch.org
FOR RENT
I Lorge Bedroom in Basement.
Fully Furnished $495 (202) 291•
7015
Noriheasr 45 Rh ode lslnnd A, e.
One Bedroom w/eat in kitchen,
fireplace, balcony, \VIW, $500;
Efficiency wnofl, $410; includes
utilities, 5 blocks from Metro
202.488.1449 or 202.679.1266.
For Sale Apple Powerbook
($500). Loaded with lots or software.
Panasonic Laser
Printer- Windows 95 Ready( 300).
Contact Wayne @ (301) 853-182 1.
N.W. Hou,e 10 Share. Near Howard
U. Beautifuuly Renovated Victorian
Home Clean. Bright, Professional
Atmosphere.
$300 -380.00
month, Call (202) 387-6455.
House to ShareNear Howard University Beautifully
Renovated Victorian Home. Clean
Bright Atmosphere.
Rent -2 Bedroom Apartments, renovated, security building, walk to
campus, $550 and $575 plus ELECTRICITY & COOKING GAS.
Everton Murray 301-680-8 105.
ROOSE FOR RENT: PERFECI'
FOR STUDENTS. LOCATED AT
4312 3RD ST. NW • 6 BLOCKS
AWAY FROM NEW METRO STATION (5 MINS. FROM HOWARD).
GOOD NEIGHBORH OOD. 3
BEDROOMS+ I BASEMENT I
FULL BATHROOM + I HALF
BATHROOM CABLE TV READY
RENT :1200/MONTH (WATER
AND GAS INCLUDED).
FOR
MORE INFO CALL MR. Thom at
301-588-4049.
ROOMA'i'E NEEDED Male or
Female to live with 2 males _Rent
$350/month Call 832- 1399.
2 Bed Room. No Bath (202) 3411962.
4 BR, 28A, 4 Bilis. from Uni v. only
$1000. 301-340-8967
Rent I large Bedroom m Basement.
Fully Furnished $495 (202) 29 I 7015
EFFICIENCY ONl'I~ $375
Large, spacious, furnished efficiency unit in basement of house. Private
bath & kitchen, carpeting, heat &
air. Parking, nearby shopping center,
& bus line on N.H. Ave. Walk to
Metro. Female student preferred.
Call for appointment! Ms. Prince

(202) 723-1267
Large turmshed room. 2nd tloor,
Ga. Ave. Heat/AC. wash/dry, carpet.
util. Male preferred. $360 Ms.
Prince (202)723- I267
N.W.- Roommate needed to share 3
bedroom Apt. W/D, OW, Central
Air/Heat, Cable ready, Near Slowe,
cam
pus, Metro. S292 + 173 electnc.
Call Danielle (202) 462-318 1. Avnilable Immediately.
4BD House with e! hc1ency,
Rooms$285 &$295 month ly. Efficiency S38Sutilities included
4 80 House with ef11c1eocy.
Rooms $385.00 all utilities included.
house is fully Furnished, rooms are
newly renovated. Very quiet 3 Clean
ntmostpheremature students only 1
block from campus. Harvard St.
Call (30 I) 350-8358.
Spacious house for rent. 4 Brm. 2
bath, eat in kitchen. w/d . security,
yard . At main campus. $975 mo.
+util.
Spacious rooms for rent. Security,
yard. w/d, large kitchen. At main
campus. Walk 10 school, shopping,
entertainment. $275-$350/mo. util.
incl uded.
New 28 0 Apt. 2 blocks med!dent
school. WWC/AC good security.
$355, IBD aptl renovnted & furnished. Rooms in renovated space
from $250. (202) 723-4646 call anytime.
House or rooms for rent. $250-325
or $975 Harvard St. Area. 4BR,
28A, Nice Renovated W/\V, W/D,
Disp. Convenient $975+dep. (202)
389-5904.
Northwast 45 Rhode Island Ave.
One bedroom w/eat in kitchen, tireplace, balcony, W/\V, $500; Efficiency wnoft. $410; includes utilities, 5
blocks from Metro: 202-488- 1449;
202-679-I266.

RECP WAlll't EO
Childcare help. ParUume Weekend
Hours available. Good Pay Fun
Work. Cal(202)b 387-6455.
Business Wire Scholarships Available Call Pat Summers a1
503.973.522 or Emai l at pat@colIegenet.com
Asian American newspaper looking
for a freelance writer. Cover communit y events in greater Washington
area. Get Paid. Flexible. Good writing and photographies skills. Bilingual(Asian languages) preferred.
Call Jay 703.968.0202, or fax sampies 703.968.0203.
small s1ar1-up NE-DC Co. seeks
JR/SR/ Grad Accounting student
w/payroll/bookkeeping/ Accounting/tnx Exper/for 10-20 hrs. per

week. $7 .50-$ 1O.OOper/hr. call (202)
635-0407.
Sprmg Break '98-Sell Trips, Earn
Cash, & Go Free!! Student Travel
Services is now hiring campus
reps/group organiz.crs. Lowest prices
to Jamaica, Mexico, & Florida. Call
1-800-648-4849
Asian l\ mencan new~paper looking
for a freelance writer. Cover community events in greater \Va\hmgton
area. Get paid. Flexible. Good wnting and photographic skill\. Bilingual (Asian languages) preferred.
Call Jay 703-968-0203.
Clerks/Order 'l!ikers tor Feb. 2Feb 15, $7+ per hour/daytime.
Floral Shop Assistants for Feb 714, $6+ per hour/daytime. Evening
10pm-7am for 4 nights Feb. 10- 13.
Valentine's adventure $6+ per hr.
ROSExpress 202-842- 1000. Apply
at 200 K St. N.W
Earn Big $S$S Dehvenng Roses on
Valentine's Day. Feb. 12-14. Must
have own car/insurance. ROSExprcss 202-842- I000 Apply at 200 K
St. N.W.
••FREE '1'-SHIR'I' +$IOOO
Credit Card fundraiscrs for fraternities, sororities, & groups. Any campus organization can raise up to
$ 1000 by earning a whopping
$5.00/VISA Application. Call 1800-932-0528 ext. 65. Qualified
callers receive
FREETSHIRT.
" MAD SCIEN'i lS'tS" needed 10
lead fun science for kids in elem.
schools and parties. Must have
exper. working with up to 20 kids at
n time. NEED CAR. Interest m Science or Ed. helpful. Training provided. PT opportuni ties $20-30/ 1 hr.
program.

EARN

$750-S 1500/WEEK
Raise all the money your student
group needs by sponsoring a VISA
fundraiser on yollt' campus. No
investment & very Iinle time needed. There's no obliga1ion, so why 1101
call for information today. 1-800323-8454 ext. 95
ORGANIS I' WAN'l'Eo ! SONDAY'S 9- lOAM HYMNS ONLYPAY NEGOTIABLE, CURRENTLY
$25 per Sundny. Contact Father
Hayden 202.806.7908

HELP WAN'l'EO. . . . . . . . . . . .
Men/Women earn $375 weekly proce~sing/assembling Medical I. D.
Cards at home. lmmedime openings.
your locnl area. Experience unnecessary, wi ll train. Cnll Medlcard
1-54 1-386-5290 Ext. I ISM

SALE
FUR SALE-- 2 Bdrm Condo locat-

ed on the top floor (CICt' r
able)@ 514 U. St.N'H l.!
house on Sat. Jan 241
$76,900 call LcnortCaT
362-2779 p
Person's to 0 1stnbu1tf A
ble Hours. Good Pl) f. r
9312, c202> 898-I mr,
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My cup is running Olff ~
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I LOVE YO
From the bottomo!
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